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age of 96. 
Here’s the real reason I waf-

fled, Christian Courier being one 
place where I can venture such an 
obscure theological explanation. 
The Calvinist in me, the one who 
professes that not a hair can fall 
from my head “without the will 
of the Father,” that I was “saved 
and called to a holy life through 
a grace given me in Christ Jesus 
before the beginning of time” 
or, even more boldly, that I was 
“God’s handiwork, created in 
Christ Jesus to do good works, 
which God prepared in advance 
for me to do,” was waiting. Wait-

QUICK! YOU GET TO MEET A LIVING LEGEND! WHO WILL IT BE? Sidney 
Crosby? Pope Francis? Today I’d pick Marilynne Robinson, but in my 
20s it would have been Richard Adams, whose bestselling, 1974 novel 
Watership Down was recently adapted into a miniseries on Netflix. I 
loved it, but I loved his next novel Shardik even more, the work Adams 
himself considered his best, a darker tale hailed by one reviewer as 
“a powerfully compelling prose epic that re-creates the fortunate fall 
of unaccommodated man, within the history of a splendidly portrayed 
imaginary kingdom.” Incredibly, in 2004, my brother Tony and I spent 
a week with Richard Adams in Whitchurch, England. He was 84 at 
the time.

An unforgettable experience! And Richard gave me permission to 
write about it! So why haven’t I until now? The shallow response is 
that I was busy. As the years slipped by, I reproached myself for my 
procrastination. Shouldn’t I, at the very least, prepare a tribute for 
submission to some national paper upon his death? I avoided that 
rather self-aggrandizing temptation when Richard died in 2016 at the 

TWO HOLIDAYS FALL ON APRIL 
22 this year – Easter and Earth 
Day. While 2.2 billion Christians 
joyfully celebrate the resurrec-
tion of Christ, an estimated bil-
lion people will mark Earth Day 
in what has become the most 
widely celebrated secular holiday 
in the world. 

Earth Day began in 1970 as a 
counter-cultural, advocacy-ori-
ented day focussed on environ-
mental protection in the United 
States. But despite its activist ori-
gins, Earth Day – in Canada, at 
least – has seemed more attuned 
to platitudes and park clean-ups 
than serious environmental pro-
tection. 

Last month, Environment and 
Climate Change Canada released 
a report that said Canada and the 
rest of the world must “reduce 
carbon emissions to near zero 
early in the second half of the 

century” in order to secure “lim-
ited warming.” The announce-
ment came during Lent, a time 
of reflection as well as action 
for Christians involved with a 
campaign called “Give it up for 
the Earth!” Led by Citizens for 
Public Justice (CPJ), this annual 
campaign encourages individ-
uals, families and faith commun-
ities to reduce their greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions while also 
calling on the federal govern-
ment to improve Canadian cli-
mate and energy policy. 

This year, Catherine Mc-
Kenna, the federal Minister of 
the Environment and Climate 
Change, joined CPJ’s campaign 
with a promise to reduce her 
use of single-use plastics and to 
adopt a plant-based diet. And on 
March 29, Minister McKenna 
announced that the Government 
of Canada would be consulting 

UP CLOSE WITH 
WATERSHIP DOWN
My week with Richard Adams. |  Cathy Smith

GOD’S WORLD 
Creation needs more than our promise to take care of 
it. | Karri Munn-Venn

Continued on page 3

Minster McKenna (centre) accepts Give it Up for the Earth postcards 
from CPJ’s 2018 campaign.

Richard Adams in the garden holding a Christian Educators Journal.
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in direct combat, he witnessed the liberation of three cities – Brussels, 
Copenhagen and Singapore – a badge of honour for him. His memoir 
clarifies that his service with the 1st Airborne Division was the inspi-
ration for Watership Down: “Certainly the idea of a wandering, en-
dangered and interdependent band, individually different yet mutually 
reliant, came from my experience of the company, but out of all of us, 
I think, there were only two direct parallels. Hazel is John Gifford and 
Bigwig is Paddy Kavanagh.” 

DOWN THE LANE
I was keen to plumb Richard’s thoughts on Christianity. He approved 
of Christian schools, equating them with the private schools of his 
youth. Richard and Elizabeth clearly viewed themselves as traditional 
Church of England members. We accompanied Elizabeth to a Sunday 
service at All Hallows in Whitchurch. Due to his age, Richard no lon-
ger attended regularly, but spoke fondly about his church’s historical 
significance. At one point in the conversation we compared favourite 
Bible passages. He named the parable of the Prodigal Son and imme-
diately launched into a flawless recitation of the text. I cherish that 
memory – the distinguished author narrating Luke 15, his voice still 
strong and dramatic, seated at a vinyl-covered table in his tiny kitchen.

But, truthfully, how to parse one extraordinary moment from anoth-
er? Richard’s erudition left us starry-eyed. A casual backyard stroll 
sparked a synopsis on English cottage gardens. Mention of our planned 
excursion to the Tower of London generated an informative overview 
of the British monarchy. We toured Winchester Cathedral and paid our 
respects at the tomb of Jane Austen, “that great lady” as Richard called 
her. We popped in at the local pub for a pint and some gossip about 
Thomas Hardy. Richard taught Tony to play piquet, his favourite card 
game. An avid golf fan, he was pleased when I joined him in watching 
the British Open on TV. One afternoon he graciously agreed to read a 
story I’d had published in Christian Educators Journal. He found the 
conclusion a little flat, but encouraged me to keep writing. I still don’t 
know whether to pout or chuckle. 

Our biggest adventure occurred on Watership Down itself. A visit 

to accommodating her husband, 
an intuition substantiated later.

 
ORDINARY MIRACLES
Richard’s childhood is described 
in his autobiography The Day 
Gone By. Born in 1920, “Dicky” 
grew up with servants, the son of 
a doctor and a nurse. His seminal 
relationship with his father was 
nurtured through a mutual love of 
nature. In fact, his memoir reads 
like a British field guide of birds, 
wildflowers and insects. Richard 
records the profound imaginative 
impact of such a meticulous ob-
servation of the external world: 
“In early childhood, I believe, 
awareness works on two levels 
at once: there is a paradox. Won-
derful things are often apprehend-
ed composedly (after all, they’re 
tangibly there), while ordinary 
things can seem miraculous in a 

way they never do again.” 
This devoted sensitivity to the 

natural world became the hall-
mark of his life and writing. He 
was proud of his tenure as presi-
dent of the Royal Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
and of his ongoing efforts on be-
half of wildlife conservation. He 
repeatedly expressed antipathy 
for Canada’s baby seal hunts. He 
was dismayed by our ignorance 
of this issue, quite likely lump-
ing us in with those uninformed 
Australians of whom “. . . not one 
seems to know the name of any 
bird or flower when asked.” 

Like other boys of privilege, 
Richard was sent to boarding 
school, eventually studying histo-
ry at Oxford. His academic career 
was interrupted by WWII and he 
joined the Royal Army Service 
Corps. Although he didn’t engage 

News

LEGEND CONTINUED

ing to see why I’d been given 
this phenomenal opportunity. No 
way was it some random ripple in 
the universe. This was old-school 
providence, baby! But what to 
make of it? I didn’t know. 

BRITISH HOSPITALITY
Let’s back up. As a buoyant rook-
ie high school English teacher, I 
suggested Watership Down for 
the curriculum. My Education 
Committee agreed! One student 
captivated by the novel was my 
brother Tony. When he, in turn, 
became a teacher, he read the 
book aloud to his Grade 4 class. 
The students loved it. Tony sent 
their appreciative artwork and 
letters to the author and, wow, 
they received a gracious thank 
you note in reply! The exchange 
became a tradition. Yet imagine 
Tony’s surprise, when, one day, 
he also received an invitation 
from Richard Adams to visit him. 
And to bring a guest! I was the 
lucky “plus one.” 

Reprise your “living legend” 
daydream to taste our incredulity. 
We arrived on a sunny July day, 
jet-lagged and bashful, but were 
immediately set at ease. Rich-
ard welcomed us heartily, every 
inch the country squire in tweed 
sport coat, and his wife Eliza-
beth served us tea, scones and 
jam. Their Georgian home was 
cluttered with art and artifacts, 
but comfortably furnished, not 
ostentatious. Richard requested 
that we not take any photos of 
Elizabeth’s priceless collection 
of ceramics. An expert in British 
pottery, she was a celebrity in her 
own right. Perhaps the security 
bars on the windows were also 
due to Richard’s extensive library 
which, according to one source, 
housed “one of the finest private 
collections in Britain.”

I was impressed by Elizabeth’s 
efficient care of Richard who suf-
fered from impaired mobility and 
other ailments. A worsening case 
of macular degeneration was his 
newest aggravation. Elizabeth 
did all the driving. She cooked 
and served all the meals. I helped, 
of course, but when she discov-
ered her ivory fish knives in the 
dishwasher, she came close to 
firing me. I wondered if, at 78, 
she resented having two strangers 
as guests for a whole week, but I 
had a sense she was accustomed 

The real Nuthanger Farm, key to the book’s plot. Author Cathy Smith at Watership Down.

Watership Down, recently adapted by Tom Bidwell as a miniseries on Netflix, has “sharp-
ened in its resonance” for our time, according to one critic.  Photo credits: BBC. 
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was on the itinerary, but the details hadn’t been finalized. Returning 
from Winchester Cathedral, Richard impulsively decided that we 
should do it right then and there. Elizabeth was persuaded. First we 
stopped at Nuthanger Farm, a grand moldering old estate. Tony and I 
were delighted to re-live the thrilling climax of the novel when Hazel, 
Dandelion and Blackberry lure the dog into disrupting General Wound-
wort’s attack on the warren.

Across the road was the lane to Watership Down. The gate was open. 
But now Elizabeth balked. It was private property, after all. A lone 
figure, walking along the escarpment, stopped to note our presence 
but didn’t wave. Elizabeth demurred, “He might close the gate on us, 
Richard. He doesn’t know who we are.” Richard pooh-poohed the risk. 
The owner was a friend of theirs. It would be fine.

So Elizabeth gave in. We drove up to the summit and spent a glorious 
hour checking out the lonely vista. A twisted tree stump carved with 
the names of Hazel and Silver marked the crest as the idyllic home of 
the pilgrim band. We got our best photo of Richard and Elizabeth there, 
looking happy and affectionate, leaning on a fence. 

‘LOOK FOR BEAUTY’
But our trespass had indeed caused offense. The gate was closed and 
locked. We were trapped. It was mid-afternoon. Elizabeth sighed and 
took charge. She and Tony would climb over the gate, walk to the 
owner’s home, a good distance away, and seek help. I would stay with 
Richard. 

Quite the denouement to our expedition! Richard promptly fell 
asleep. I sat beside him in the car pondering the incongruity of our sit-
uation. Larger-than-life author, creator of a lapin universe that charmed 
millions, trapped on the very site of his inventive triumph! Close up? 
A tired old man who had disregarded his wife’s better judgment. In 
his memoir Richard noted that he took after his Uncle Ernest, an “im-
pulsive, extravagant flamboyant character” who had died young. I’d 
witnessed those qualities in our genial host – inviting us into his life, 
whimsically lauding the “noble cauliflower” at dinner, sharing inex-
haustible entertaining anecdotes.

Richard defined himself above all as a “storyteller.” He told reviewer 
Denise Winn of The Globe and Mail that any effort to compare him 
to a visionary like Tolkien was “absolute rubbish.” But he also said, 
in the same interview, “I look for beauty. Unless ordinary things are a 
kind of magnifying glass through which one comes to greater, eternal 
things, there’s no point in doing them at all.” That’s pointedly similar 
to an assertion made by my other literary idol, Marilynne Robinson: “A 
mystical experience would be wasted on me. Ordinary things have al-
ways seemed numinous to me. One Calvinist notion deeply implanted 
in me is that there are two sides to your encounter with the world. You 
don’t simply perceive something that is statically present, but in fact 
there is a visionary quality to all experience.” Richard had his reasons, 
no doubt, for downplaying any parallel to the inimitable Tolkien, but 
the bulk of his work achieves estimable literary depth, the “stories,” 
situated as they are in an evocative, divinely-ordered cosmos, undeni-
ably encompassing “greater, eternal things.”

So why did God grant me this unimaginable chance to hobnob with 
my literary hero? Sweet affirmation of my youthful zeal as a teacher? 
A nudge for a fledgling writer? I still don’t know. With my Calvinistic 
bent, I’ll keep insisting it was providential. But I’m older now. I’ve 
learned some humility about God’s sublime impenetrability. God being 
who God is, maybe the meet-up wasn’t for me at all. Maybe it was for 
Tony, an opportunity to connect with a father figure after the loss of our 
dad a few years earlier. Or maybe it was for Richard Adams himself, 
downhearted because he couldn’t find a publisher for his most recent 
manuscript. 

HOLY CALLING
Could it have been simply for this article? Yet another memo to my-
self, because I seem to keep needing them, and maybe you do, too, that 
as God’s adopted child through Christ Jesus, I don’t have to puzzle out 
why good or bad things happen, or even, heaven help me, wondrous or 
appalling things, but can still live at peace within his sovereign grace 

American Leaders’ Summit, Can-
ada, the U.S. and Mexico once 
again pledged to phase out ineffi-
cient fossil fuel subsidies by 2025. 

“While fossil fuels play an im-
portant role in Canada’s economy, 
their consumption is the main 
source of [GHG] emissions,” 
Commissioner Gelfand says. 

“Fossil fuels also have a nega-
tive impact on the health of Can-
adians. Furthermore, inefficient 
subsidies to the fossil fuel sector 
encourage wasteful consumption, 
undermine efforts to address cli-
mate change, and discourage in-
vestment in clean energy sources.” 

Minister McKenna’s consulta-
tion will focus on the definitions 
of “fossil fuel subsidy” and “in-
efficient,” and also seek input on 
anything that might be missing 
from the framework. 

Now in its third year, CPJ’s 
“Give it up for the Earth!” has 
consistently called for the end of 
public financing for the fossil fuel 
sector. Instead, it urges the fed-
eral government to strategically 
invest the savings in renewable 
energy, energy efficiency and 
skills development – and to im-
plement a just transition that will 
reduce emissions, create good 
jobs and support communities.

It is no longer a question of 
what needs to be done, but when.

Perhaps this can be the start of 
a year of action. Action on the 
scale that will make Earth Day 
2020 – the 50th anniversary of 
the occasion – truly worthy of 
celebration. 

Karri Munn-Venn

Karri is the Senior Policy Ana-
lyst at Citizens for Public Jus-
tice, a national organization 
of members inspired by faith 
to act for justice in Canadian 
public policy.

Canadians “on eliminating in-
efficient non-tax fossil fuel sub-
sidies.” These are all important 
steps, considering the global 
community has less than 12 years 
to dramatically change course 
and avoid serious climate conse-
quences, according to a statement 
from the UN Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change last 
October.
 
FOSSIL FUEL SUBSIDIES
On April 22, 2016, the Paris 
Agreement on climate change 
opened for signatures at the 
United Nations (UN) headquar-
ters in New York. World leaders, 
including Prime Minister Tru-
deau, gathered to sign this his-
toric agreement. It was a tremen-
dously exciting moment!

By signing, world leaders sig-
nalled their support for ambitious 
action to address climate change 
and to limit global warming to 
well below 2°C over pre-indus-
trial levels. In December of that 
year, Prime Minister Trudeau, 
along with the premiers of Can-
ada’s provinces and territories, 
delivered a new framework for 
climate action.

Since then, however, progress 
has been slow, and in some cases 
stalled out completely. Though 
the federal government and some 
provinces and municipalities 
have taken a few positive steps 

– developing new regulations, 
phasing out coal-fired electricity 
and pricing carbon emissions, for 
example – other provinces have 
put the breaks on climate action 
altogether. 

“The slow action on climate 
change,” says Julie Gelfand, 
federal Commissioner on the 
Environment and Sustainable 
Development, “is disturbing. For 
decades, successive federal gov-
ernments have failed to reach 
their targets for reducing green-
house gas emissions, and the 
government is not ready to adapt 
to a changing climate. This must 
change.” Too many pledges have 
fallen through. At the G20 sum-
mit in 2009, Canada joined world 
leaders in promising to phase out 
inefficient fossil fuel subsidies 
over the medium term. In 2015, 
the commitment was included in 
the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals and the Liberal election 
platform. At the June 2016 North 

Cathy Smith

Cathy is a retired Christian 
schoolteacher living in Wyo-
ming, Ont.

EARTH CONTINUEDand love. Would such a modest 
reminder for me, or for you, war-
rant a miraculous encounter with 
a legend like Richard Adams? 
In God’s imponderable econo-
my. . . maybe. Although I can’t 
claim the sure revelation of Old 
Testament Joseph, “it was not 
you who sent me, but God,” I 
can echo Paul’s assurance that 
“in all things God works for the 
good of those who love him, who 
have been called according to 
his purpose.” I can testify to a 
holy calling, mercifully renewed 
every morning despite my daily 
trespasses. I can continue my trek 
on the path that leads, not to an-
swers, but to God’s ineffable Self.

For, as Job discovered, God 
himself will be answer enough. 
Frederick Buechner sums up 
Job’s epiphany in Peculiar Trea-
sures: “He had seen the great 
glory so shot through with sheer 
fierce light and life and glad-
ness, had heard the great voice 
raised in song so full of terror 
and wildness and beauty, that 
from that moment on, nothing 
else mattered. All possible ques-
tions melted like mist, and all 
possible explanations withered 
like grass, and all the bad times of 
his life together with all the good 
times were so caught up into the 
fathomless life of this God, who 
had bent down to speak with him 
though by comparison he was 
no more than a fleck of dust on 
the head a pin in the lapel of a 
dancing flea, that all he could say 
was, ‘I had heard of thee by the 
hearing of the ear, but now my 
eye sees thee; therefore I despise 
myself and repent in dust and 
ashes’ (Job 42: 5,6).” 

Job is not abandoned in the 
soot. God considered him and 
Richard and Elizabeth Adams and 
my brother and me and this whole 
superb, besmirched creation 
“worth dying for” as Flannery 
O’ Connor said. If nothing else, 
my week with Richard Adams 
stands as an Ebenezer stone for 
me, experiential proof that God 
has been my help thus far and is 
doing things in my life, things I 
may not understand until I meet 
him in glory, a Living Legend 
beyond human imagination. 
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erwise. He worked on his vision 
every day after work.

His wife and kids would hitch 
the horse to the wagon, people 
say, and head to the railroad yards 
to pick up Father after work. Then 
he’d take a short supper and hoof 
it up the hill. Mostly he worked up 
there alone, although sometimes, 
people say, he had a little help 
from a man remembered only as 
an African-American, a man who 
had a wagon, which – my good-
ness! – must have come in handy. 
We’re talking stones akin to boul-
ders here, not pebbles you skip off 
a pond.

You got to love the whole sto-
ry, whether or not you buy the 
sermon. This Mr. Horton, ordi-
nary guy full of extraordinary 
passion, wasn’t looking for fame 
or fortune. He just wanted to tell 
the ungodly – people who don’t 
think much about God – what 
was plain-and-simple fact in his 
book and the Lord’s: that they 
are loved. Horton’s huge white-
washed stones aren’t intended to 
blackball anyone; he thought he 
was just being helpful, and he 
was.

STEADFAST
More than a century ago already, 
Mr. Horton could no longer do 
maintenance up there, and, sad-
ly enough, the Great Plains are 
not without bushy weeds. What 
townspeople knew was that if no-
body knocked those weeds down 
and the whitewash faded in the hot 
sun, that 475-foot message would 
simply disappear, and there’d be 
no more “Scripture Hill.”

Somebody had to keep Mr. 
Horton’s work alive, the locals 

told themselves. You’ll be pleased 
to know, as I am, that they did and 
they do and they will. An entire 
120 years later, Mr. Horton’s ser-
mon still speaks brightly. Arkan-
sas City is justly proud of their 
Scripture Hill.

But huge as it is, you won’t 
see those words easily because 
Mr. Horton was, in many ways, a 
man of his time. He wanted that 
scripture to be seen by thousands 
and thousands who once rode the 
Santa Fe Railroad, so those words 
are still up there boldly on the 
hill above tracks. Here’s the deal: 
no one travels on the tracks any-
more. The scripture is there, but 
the passengers are gone so if you 
want to see it, you’d better bring 
a drone.

No matter. Every year, the lo-
cals pull weeds and put down 
whitewash on those big stones 
Mr. Horton arranged up there 
steadfastly. That’s why the ser-
mon on the hill is still there, as 
distinct as if that bible verse were 
written in the landscape by the 
hand of the Lord just yesterday.

I’m quite sure Mr. Horton the 
dispatcher would like that – and 
so, I must admit, do I, maybe es-
pecially on Holy Week.

Fact is, even if you consider 
yourself among the ungodly, you 
can’t help take heart when you 
look up and see all those crisp 
white letters still writ large across 
Scripture Hill so many years later. 
It still brings a smile. 
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I’M THINKING YOU NEED TO BE OF A CERTAIN AGE, a certain vintage, 
to use a word like ungodly with any seriousness. For added bluster, 
sure there’s usage, as in, “It was ungodly cold last night, wasn’t it?” 
As an add-on maybe, an adjective or expletive. “Who on earth made 
this ungodly mess?” You know.

Although it once had decisive currency, long ago the word ungodly 
fell off the charts of strict theological usage. Fifty years ago, it didn’t 
matter if you were Protestant or Catholic, you knew very well who the 
“ungodly” were: they were them and not us.

But nobody’d use that word today, and those who would and do are 
best kept at a comfortable distance.

What I’m saying is, the use of the word ungodly as a noun dates an 
immense stony sermon that spreads 475 feet across a hill in southeast 
Kansas. “CHRIST DIED FOR THE UNGODLY,” that massive mes-
sage proclaims, in white-washed boulders, all upper-case, each letter 
18 feet high and 12 feet wide. That’s heavyweight preaching.

“Scripture Hill,” the locals call it, because it is. It’s not Mount Rush-
more or Niagara Falls, but the size of that sermon will stop you in 
your tracks – it’s that huge: “CHRIST DIED FOR THE UNGODLY.”

SERMON ON THE HILL
Creating those words became the holy vocation of a godly man named 
Mr. Fred Horton, who, in 1889, spent his working days as a dispatcher 
on the Sante Fe railroad in Arkansas City, Kansas. To say the least, Mr. 
Horton was a pious man – no fool would have taken on such a job oth-

HEAVYWEIGHT PREACHING
James C. Schaap

James C. Schaap

James is a retired Professor 
of English and the author of 
more than 40 books, most 
recently Looking for Dawn 
(2018).

This summer, CC wants to feature YOUR stories! We’re hoping 
to fill our Features section with your “favourite summer holiday 
memories.” Did you visit the same beautiful beach every summer 
of your childhood? Did you get married, have a baby, or welcome 
a grand-baby during summer vacation? Do you remember God 
speaking to you about something particularly important during a 
summer road trip? Did your faith bloom and grow during a certain 
August vacation? Let us know! Send us 150-300 words detailing 
your holiday memories, and we’ll fit as many in as we can! (We’d 
also love special photos that tell a great story!) 

Email submissions by June 15 to features@christiancourier.ca. 
We look forward to reading them!  

Send us your stories!
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SMITHERS AND ‘INDIAN TOWN’
Telkwa Community Church recently hosted a discussion on a 
new book, Shared Histories: Witsuwit’en-Settler Relations in 
Smithers, British Columbia, 1913-1973 that relates to CC’s Feb. 
11 article “No Easy Answers.” Shared Histories is a well-doc-
umented book about the history of Smithers, B.C. The Grand 
Trunk Railway wanted to expand from eastern Canada to the 
West coast. Construction started from Winnipeg in 1905 and 
Prince Rupert in 1908. The railroad was completed in 1914. The 
present-day location of Smithers was chosen as one of the main 
service points along the route.  

The book documents the relationships between the Witsu-
wit’en and the newly arrived settlers who came to work for the 
railroad and who settled to farm and start resource industries. At 
first the Witsuwit’en helped with the railroad but slowly began to 
lose control of their hereditary territory.

As the settlers started to make the swamp a town, Indigenous 
people also started living there. As the town grew and became 
more organized, the Indigenous population settled in a section 
called Indian Town. Systemic racism towards the Indigenous 
population grew. Author Tyler McCreary documents how this 
racism showed itself from individuals and businesses to munic-
ipal government and the federal government, most notably the 
Department of Indian Affairs. This affected the Indigenous peo-
ple’s relationship with the police, legal system, town infrastruc-
ture and planning, education and medical care, to name a few 
things. The end result was that Indian Town disappeared. 

Although Shared Histories is about one area of northcentral 
British Columbia, the Bulkley Valley, it speaks to the problems 
that the Truth and Reconciliation Commission has been address-
ing in its reports of how Canada has dealt with the Indigenous 
people of our country. 

LOCAL REACTIONS
At our meeting to discuss the book Shared Histories, we re-
sponded to three questions: 

1. What is the most important thing you learned from this 
book?

2. How did this book impact you personally?
3. What impact might this book have on the mission of the 

Telkwa Community Church?
We began by sharing our heritage/background: Irish, English, 

Scottish, Dutch and German. Regrettably, no one there was of 
Indigenous descent. 

Most reactions to the book were positive. Some people, how-
ever, felt angry. They had grown up in the valley and had been 
bullied by their Indigenous peers. Here are some other comments:

“Book created a sense of shame when I saw the depth of sys-
temic racism.”

“It was educational.”
“I appreciated the use of the terms ‘settlers’ and ‘Indigenous’ 

instead of race. Maybe this has even contributed to the tolerance 
of Canadian society.”

“It helped me understand where the suffering and behavior of 
Indigenous people comes from.”

What does this book mean for Telkwa Community Church? 
Perhaps we should be recognizing that we are living on Witsu-
wit’en land at the beginning our church services.

How can we build stronger relationships with our Indigenous 
neighbours?  

Hopefully Shared Histories and conversations like the ones in 
Christian Courier will open the door for our churches to provide 
local leadership and healing to Canada’s history. When talking 
about justice perhaps it is more important to ask than to tell. 

John Franken
Smithers, B.C.

Letters

 EXTENDING OUR 

REACH
Our goal is 200 new household 
subscribers by June 15!

Give a print gift 
subscription!

20 issues/one year:
$55 ($10 off!)

10 issues/6 months:
$35

THREE WAYS TO BUY
christiancourier.ca

subs@christiancourier.ca
1-800-969-4838

Growing New Subscriptions 
in this Digital Age
HOW AMAZING TO OPEN MY MAILBOX A COUPLE OF TIMES EACH 
month and find a new issue of Christian Courier hot off the press! Yes, 
amazing . . . because this is 2019, more than two decades since the 
digital revolution and world-wide web were supposed to replace print 
magazines and newspapers! 

How and why has Christian Courier managed to stay alive . . . and 
to actually thrive . . . in an era when so many others have given up 
and shut down? One of the most obvious answers must be the loyal 
readers. You and I, and almost 2,000 other faithful subscribers, have 
given this wonderful, independent Christian newspaper the audience, 
and – by paying our subscriptions year after year – the funds to keep 
producing, publishing and snail-mailing award-worthy journalism in 
the digital age.

In her 10 years as Editor of Christian Courier, Angela Reitsma 
Bick has introduced us to a new generation of writers immersed in 
big-vision Christianity. The recent retirements of Rose and Ineke have 
brought a new team of young people to Courier’s administrative work 
(March 25, p.20). One big challenge remains: Can we reach a new 
generation of readers? Will younger people raised in the digital age, 
who connect with wider world affairs by following blogs and clicking 
onto websites, read the print version of Christian Courier and pay 
their own subscription fees?

Let me quote the words of a recent U.S. president and say, “Yes, we 
can!” We can talk up the great experience of reading Christian Cou-
rier to our acquaintances young and old. A great place to start would 
be times when children and grandchildren visit. Instead of offering to 
share the CC you’ve just finished reading, suggest that they take out 
their own subscription. Perhaps offer to buy them a gift subscription 
to get started. You get the idea: promote CC to Christian friends and 
neighbours. Leave your “just read” copy in the waiting room of your 
dentist or eye-doctor. Let’s make 2019 the year when we turn around 
the slow decline of our aging subscribership and grow back beyond 
2,000! 

– Ron Rupke, Board Secretary for Reformed Faith Witness

RACISM AND RESPECT
Kim Radersma’s article “Unset-
tled” (CC, Feb. 11) really struck 
me. Kim, you expressed so much 
what I feel about racism in North 
America and the world. The 
other day we were by the beach 
here in Florida at a picnic table. 
At the next table there were two 
families, one Black and the oth-
er white. They were showing so 
much respect and joy with one 
another. I thought – why cannot 
the whole world be like them? 
Ever since we were at Calvin Col-
lege and lived in a mostly Black 
community, I have had so much 
respect for Black people and em-
pathy for how difficult every day 
can be for them, especially young 
Black men. Thank you, Kim, for 
your perceptive article.  

Ron Fisher
Waterloo, Ont.

INVEST IN PEOPLE 
The most rewarding investments 
are made close to home, directly 
to people in need or to neighbour-
hood organizations that serve a 
useful, social function. Why give 
money to impersonal banks or 
the stock market while there are 
people and organizations in need 
next door? (“Should we invest at 
all?” CC March 25). Think what 
a blessing it is when a few people 
together finance a mortgage for 
a family that does not qualify at 
the bank, or what a witness to the 
community when Christians as 
individuals pool funds to provide 
affordable housing for people in 
need? Such direct investments 
save significant administration 
costs and with prudence can be 
perfectly safe. Many of us help 
our children; why not also help 
your neighbour? As for returns, 
there is no greater return than 
seeing your money making a dif-
ference in your neighbour’s life.

Nick Loenen
Richmond, B.C.

Card & painting for the Editor by Joanne 
Sytsma, CC subscriber since 1953! 
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and welcome what was important 
to these much-loved children, and 
it’s how I learned Shine, Jesus, 
shine! Fill the land with the Fath-
er’s glory; Blow, Spirit, blow; Set 
our hearts on fire!

OPEN OUR HEARTS
We who are older sometimes 
need minor revelations like that 
moment in my car, where we 
consciously decide to accept 
new ways and new words, new 
ways of praising our God. One 
criticism of the newer music is 
its frequent repetitiousness, but 
as others have said before me, 
what’s wrong with Handel’s Hal-
lelujah Chorus? 

And so it comes about that, for 
me, some of the reverberating 
words are from songs composed 
during the past few decades. 
Here’s a brief list:

(And by his good grace), I will 
praise Him still. (Oh, our sins 
are washed away and we can 
live forever, now we have this 
hope) Because of You. (Blessed 
be the name of the Lord) Blessed 
be Your name. (I lift your name, 
Your Holy name . . . ) My Com-
forter and King. 

A whole slew of the new songs 
come with titles that in them-
selves are memorable: There is a 
Redeemer. . . These are the days 
of Elijah . . . You’re the Lion of 
Judah . . . All history shall bow 
before Your throne . . . How great 
is our God . . . How deep the 
Father’s love for us.

One criticism of contemporary 
music is its shallowness or that 
it’s focused on humans rather 
than on God. True for some of the 
songs, yes, but how much focus is 
on God in the old hymn, Faith of 
our fathers? 

Every age will find its own 
memorable words, and since the 
Bible tells us to sing a new song, 
we need to open our hearts and 
minds to the songs of our time. 
Yes, analyze them for eternal 
truths, discard some, but keep the 
best. Worship that has reverberat-
ing words for all ages can be rich-
ly diverse, deeply meaningful and 
memorable for all of us. 

IN THE MARCH 25 ISSUE OF 
Christian Courier, Tom Wolthuis 
asks us to think about the words 
and phrases that play an import-
ant role in our spiritual life. His 
list, he writes, has been heavi-
ly shaped by worship. When he 
worships in other traditions or 
in contemporary style, he miss-
es these well-known, shaping 
words.

Like Wolthuis, I too was shaped 
by these words. In fact, some of 
the words that come to my mind 
with increasing regularity may 
be in the language of my birth, 
despite the fact that I’ve lived 
in an English-speaking country 
since the age of nine. Geloofd zij 
God met deep ontzag! Praise God 
with profound awe! would be one 
example. Similarly, I first mem-
orized the Heidelberg Catechism 
in the Dutch language: Was is 
mijn enige troost in leven en st-
erven? What is my only comfort 

REVERBERATING WORDS

Let every generation sing a new song of praise!  | Anne van Arragon 

Anne van Arragon

Anne lives on a farm in Nova 
Scotia’s Annapolis Valley. She 
is much involved with former 
Somali refugees now settled 
in Kentville.

in life and in death? These words, taken from the Psalms, confessions 
or liturgy, continue to reverberate in my consciousness and shape my 
thinking.

Yet I’ve also learned to appreciate the more contemporary songs of 
praise and worship. Instinctively we tend to resist change, and I was 
definitely not impressed with the first efforts used in the church I at-
tended. I needed a bit of an epiphany, which in my case came when 
I was driving my car home from a Bay of Fundy trip with two little 
granddaughters in the back seat. They were happily singing a lively 
melody I didn’t recognize, and when I said so, they immediately of-
fered to teach me. That’s when I recognized that I had better accept 

Over the next month, the 
Gathering 2019 planning team 
covets your prayers for every-
one travelling to Edmonton for 
the May long weekend to hear 
what the Spirit is saying to the 
church. Join the prayer team that 
will be constantly in prayer for 
Gathering 2019 before, during 
and after. Pray for inspiration for 
Jeremy Benjamin and the team 

of musicians being created to 
surround the event with worship 
through songs and music. May 
God be glorified and his will dis-
cerned.  

A CONFERENCE WITHOUT KEYNOTE SPEAKERS or workshop present-
ers is hard to imagine, isn’t it? But this is the plan for the Christian 
Reformed Church’s Canadian Gathering 2019 to be held at King’s 
University in Edmonton, May 24-26. In fact, fellow members of the 
planning team would be upset with me for even mentioning the word 
“conference.” From the very beginning stages, team members de-
cided to avoid inviting “experts” to share insights or the results of 
their academic endeavors. Instead, the planning team believes that 
the Spirit will and does speak through “ordinary” church members, 
and they’re organizing the event so that participants may share what 
he might be revealing to them. 

About 150 members of Christian Reformed churches (CRC) from 
all classes in Canada will participate in seeking guidance into a future 
of service and participation in an increasingly secularized society. 
“Gatherers” have been encouraged to spend time in prayer, fasting 
and meditation in preparation for times of intense discussion and lis-
tening. Along with key verses in Scripture, several challenging books 
and films have been recommended as groundwork for engagement 
with each other. 

Under the theme “From Emptiness to Fullness,” gatherers are be-
ing asked to reflect on where the church as a denomination as well as 
individual congregations may be experiencing emptiness. Are there 
areas where emptying may be needed, so that the Spirit is able to 
refresh local, regional and national ministries? Gatherers have been 
selected by Canadian CRC classes because they have a desire to see 
the church flourish as salt and light. No special training is needed. 

EARS TO HEAR
Posture of listening for CRC Gathering next month.   |  John Vanderhoek

John Vanderhoek

John Vanderhoek lives in 
Chilliwack, B.C., where he’s 
a member of Cornerstone 
Christian Reformed Church.

Just a willingness to be open to 
hearing from each other and a 
desire to share their findings and 
conclusions with churches in 
their own classes. 

LISTENING TO THE SPIRIT
Each classis has agreed to set 
aside time at Fall 2019 meetings 
to hear from their “delegates,” 
so that the conversation begun at 
the Gathering may be carried for-
ward and impact local ministries. 
Every local church is uniquely 
equipped by God to carry out his 
ministry in its own neighbour-
hood using the gifts and abilities 
God has placed within the com-
munity. Sometimes the desire 
might be there without know-
ledge of how to implement an 
idea. Conversations with other 
believers about God’s work in 
another context may encourage 
and equip others to try new av-
enues of mission. 
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“CANADA IS GOING TO THE MOON,” Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
announced on February 28, part of a new federal space strategy 
spanning decades. Canadian astronaut David Saint-Jacques, current-
ly on a six-month mission at the International Space Station, said 
he’s “proud and thrilled that Canada will continue the adventure and 
join the next chapter of space exploration.”

Sixty years ago, Apollo 8 became the first crewed spacecraft to 
leave the Earth and orbit the Moon. It was there, amongst the stars, 
that the crew began a special broadcast back to the Earth, a reading 
of the first 10 verses of Genesis: “In the beginning God created the 
heavens and the earth. . ..” Upon the crew’s return to Earth, Apollo 
Commander Frank Borman told a group of Congressmen, “Explora-
tion really is the essence of the human spirit, and to pause, to falter, 
to turn our back on the quest for knowledge, is to perish.” 

Together, the Genesis reading and Borman’s words reveal some-
thing of humanity’s attitude toward space: a mix of reverence for 

what we’ve long considered the heavens – God’s holy dwelling 
place – and an indelible desire to explore and make sense of them. 

All these years later, our fascination with outer space appears un-
diminished. A myriad of private and public sector companies plan for 
space exploration, and any new Star Wars film is assured a success-
ful box office run. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau may have sought 
to tap into this fascination with his sensational words, along with 
the announcement that the government is expanding investments in 
Canada’s space sector. The cornerstone of these investments will be 
$2.05 billion over 24 years to support the development of space ro-
botics and Canada’s involvement in the NASA led Lunar Gateway 
project. 

HEAVENLY VOYAGES
Is government funding to bolster Canada’s space 
sector the best use of taxpayer dollars? | A.J. Regnerus

DIVERSE BENEFITS
The Lunar Gateway project aims to put a space station into orbit 
around the Moon by 2026. Once in orbit, the Lunar Gateway is ex-
pected serve as, among other things, a scientific laboratory and a 
stepping stone to future missions to the Moon and to Mars. Canada’s 
main contribution to the Lunar Gateway project will be the Can-
adarm3, a robotic arm on the exterior of the station to aid in main-
tenance and scientific experiments. 

The expanded investments and new focus on the Lunar Gateway 
have been praised as a breath of life into Canada’s recently direc-
tionless space program. Canada’s space sector, comprised of private 
businesses and academic institutions, is the main beneficiary of the 
investments, as it will receive financial support and contracts that are 
likely to emerge from the program. Support for Canada’s space sec-
tor is one of the government’s main rationales for the investments. 
This makes some sense, given that the space sector employs ap-
proximately 10,000 people, and generated $2.3 billion for Canada’s 
economy in 2017. 

The investments in the space sector are also expected to bring 
broader social benefits. Technology developed for outer space often 
filters down for use on Earth. Technology created for previous Can-
adarms, for example, spurred the development of robots capable of 
performing high-risk surgery on previously inoperable tumours. In-
vestments in the space sector are, therefore, presented as a means 
to benefit all of Canada, through economic growth and the develop-
ment of technologies that improve our lives. 

BEST USE OF RESOURCES?
Despite their purported socio-economic benefits, Canada’s space 
investments are not immune to criticism. Much of this criticism is 
focused on the Lunar Gateway project. In the U.S., this project has 
been criticized as pointless and void of any actual scientific goal. 
One former NASA administrator described the initiative as “stu-
pid architecture.” These critics believe funding for space programs 
would be better spent on other pursuits, such as crewed missions to 
land on the Moon or Mars.

Missions to Mars have become especially relevant for those who 

believe the effects of climate 
change may soon have even 
more disastrous consequences 
for humanity. Colonizing Mars, 
and eventually, other planets, is 
seen as a way to ensure human-
ity’s survival indefinitely. In this 
viewpoint, Borman’s words are 
taken literally: we will perish as 
a species if we stop exploring. 

Other critics may question the 
inherent value of any kind of 
government investment in space 
programs, regardless of their 
application. These critics be-
lieve taxpayer dollars are better 
spent improving humanity’s cur-
rent home. After all, would the 
money spent colonizing a new 
planet not be better spent mak-
ing our lives on Earth happier 
and more sustainable? Should 
we not clothe the poor, feed the 
hungry and heal the sick before 
we set off on journeys through 
the Galaxy? 

CURIOSITY AND WISDOM
There are no simple answers to 
these questions. It is impossible 
to tell if investing money dir-
ectly in curing diseases would 
be more effective than the tech-
nology we indirectly receive 
from space programs. We can-
not be sure that we would have 
gained the precision surgery of 
robots without innovation from 
the Canadarm. It is also possible 
that a thriving space sector will 
do more for the poor through job 
creation and economic expan-
sion than giving money directly 
through social programming. 

Ultimately, we cannot be sure 
what good will eventually come 
from the space sector invest-
ment, but we can evaluate the 
justification offered for it. Frank 
Borman was likely on to some-
thing when he said exploration 
is a part of being human, but it 
is certainly not the only part. Ex-
ploration for its own sake is dan-
gerous if we leave human beings 
behind in the process. We should 
exercise our God-given curiosity 
with wisdom and compassion, 
remembering that it was God 
who created the heavens and the 
earth, and it is he who holds their 
future in his capable hands. 

A.J. Regnerus

A.J. has an M.A. in 
International Affairs. He 
works in Ottawa where he 
lives with his wife, Coriander, 
and dog, Basil. 

Exploration for its own sake is 
dangerous if we leave human beings 

behind in the process.
American Anne McClain (above) and 

Canadian David Saint-Jacques (below) at the International Space Station. 
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BY THE PRICKING OF 
HER THUMB
Adam Roberts
Gollancz, 2018.

more or less the way it does when 
I punch you in the kidneys. To the 
extent that our pains are different, 
that difference is inaccessible to 
language, a conservative and con-
sensus-based medium that aver-
ages the differences between each 
of our inaccessibly distinct mo-
ment-to-moment sensory experi-
ences into a workable comprom-
ise: that colour we see is “blue,” 
that thing over there is a “table,” 
our punched kidneys “hurt.” We 
each process pain differently 
in the immediate aftermath, of 
course – our dazed minds each 
send up their own very particular 
pictures – but it’s hard for a writer 
to do justice to these different pic-
tures while still maintaining the 
speed and efficiency that makes 
an action scene, well, an action 
scene. It’s hard, that is, unless the 
writer is Roberts. In both of these 
books someone is menaced by a 
crossbow, or gets hacked to death, 
or takes an arrow in the shoulder, 
or finds their guts liquefied by 
plague, every few pages, and yet 
he never repeats a metaphor. In 
particular, Davy, the teenage hero 
of Haven – an epileptic boy who 
finds himself targeted by three 
warring factions in a post-apoca-
lyptic Britain ruined by meteor 
strikes – spends so much of the 
book getting snatched by this or 
that gruff adult, or shifted from 
this location to that one in a state 
of post-seizure or post-injury 
semiconsciousness, that you’d 
think Roberts would run out of 
ways to describe the experience. 
He does not. 

Both books are collaborations. 
Haven takes place in a fictional 
universe he shares with the writ-
er Dave Hutchinson. The Black 
Prince is Roberts’s attempt to 
complete an unwritten Anthony 
Burgess novel-idea (which Bur-
gess subsequently turned into an 
unfilmed screenplay) about the 
great medieval knight Edward 
of Woodstock, whom Wikipedia 
cites as a “model of chivalry,” 
which just means that he was 
an extremely successful butch-
er. The novel uses a number of 
modernist techniques – collage, 
fragment, and the camera-eye and 
newspaper-montage styles that 
John Dos Passos pioneered in his 

Reviews

DOING EVERYTHING WELL: ADAM ROBERTS’ 2018

YOU GO TO MOST WRITERS TO SEE THEM DO THE ONE OR TWO THINGS 
they do well. To Adam Roberts, you go for the rare spectacle of a writer 
who does everything well – and most things brilliantly. He seems to 
write terrific books in approximately the amount of time it takes me to 
read one. Every few months, it feels like, he takes up a full and difficult 
new set of ideas, finds the perfect dramatic situation in which to carnate 
it, and imagines rich, full-blooded characters to live that situation. In 
an early issue of Neil Gaiman’s classic Sandman comic series, a man 
is cursed with a superfluity of artistic ideas so profound and urgent that 
he is driven mad; I would worry about a similar fate befalling Roberts, 
were it not that, from the social media presence he also somehow finds 
time to maintain, he appears a perfectly sensible, kindly and cheerful 
fellow, albeit one excessively given to bad puns. 

My original idea for this essay was to try to give readers a sense of 
Roberts’s excellence by reviewing only those books that he published 
in the calendar year 2018. At the time I conceived this plan, those 
works included three full-length novels (two science-fiction, his usual 
milieu, and one historical); a vivid translation of Virgil’s Eclogues; and 
an insightful monograph on the Victorian scientific-romance novel. I 
had to abandon this plan when, unbelievably, and with no fanfare, he 
announced to the world that he’d also published a Latin translation of 
Joyce’s Finnegans Wake. (He says he did it as a kind of exercise. When 
Adam Roberts says “I did this as an exercise,” it’s a little like when a 
supermodel says she woke up like this.) I have yet to finish the Wake in 
its original, if heavily hybridized, English, and my Latin is permanent-
ly stuck at I-think-I-can-kind-of-read-a-couple-lines-of-Augustine-if-
you-give-me-ten-hours level, so I had to tap out at this point. I will not, 
in fact, be able to cover all of Roberts’s 2018 publications. But I did 
read Haven, The Black Prince, By the Pricking of Her Thumb, Wodwo 
Vergil, and Publishing the Science Fiction Canon: The Case of Scien-
tific Romance. And I am driven to say that Adam Roberts’s 2018 would 
make any other writer’s perfectly respectable career. 

By the Pricking of Her Thumb, a sequel to 2017’s The Real-Town 
Murders, is probably the book out of these five that I’d first recommend 
to a reader who wants to see the Roberts genius in full effect. Like its 
predecessor, it’s a science-fiction mystery. A near-future private inves-
tigator named Alma is hired by one of the world’s four richest people 
to investigate which member of this sickening little quartet group – if 
any – is dead. Roberts, in turn, investigates the nature of capitalism and 
precarity, as Alma scrambles to keep her dying lover alive in a world of 
savage inequality. By the end of the book, you will understand money 
better; you will also understand grief, and the films of Stanley Kubrick. 
It is a hard little gem.

Roberts is a professor of literature by day, and the Virgil translation 
and the scholarly monograph make me envy his students. I have never 
been able to enjoy the Eclogues in English before (as established, I 
can’t enjoy much of anything in Latin). His idiomatic, loose trans-
lation, like Herbert Mason’s Gilgamesh or Christopher Logue’s War 
Music (a version of the Iliad), gives you not only Vergil’s meaning but 
some sense of why you should care. Publishing the Science Fiction 
Canon makes a smart, sharp argument about the relationship between 
Victorian technology and the popularity of the short proto-SF narra-
tives of writers like Wells, Verne, M.P. Shiel, and others. These books, 
he shows, were the ideal length for reading on a train, and they often 
concern themselves with transport, thus confessing their material base, 
as fiction so often does.

The other two novels – violent dystopian thrillers, one taking place 
in the future and one in medieval England – show that, in addition 
to radiating ideas, Roberts is an unflaggingly inventive describer of 
physical action and physical pain. Action scenes, paradoxically, are the 
parts of novels I most often find myself skimming, perhaps because 
physical violence, though it is not distributed equally within society, is 
equalizing in other ways. When you punch me in the kidneys, it hurts 

Phil Christman 

Phil Christman

Phil writes and teaches 
in Ann Arbor, Mich. He is 
the editor of the Michigan 
Review of Prisoner Creative 
Writing.

WODWO VERGIL
Adam Roberts
Sad Press, 2018.

PUBLISHING AND THE 
SCIENCE FICTION CANON
Adam Roberts
Cambridge University Press, 2018.

HAVEN
Adam Roberts
Solaris, 2018.

U.S.A. trilogy. These techniques 
are too old to call “experimental” 
now, but dropped into the context 
of a medieval historical novel, 
they add an appealing oddity of 
texture. They also allow Roberts 
to end the novel on a note that 
seems retrospectively to trans-
form everything we’ve just read.

In his criticism, Roberts has 
argued that science fiction is an 
ironic mode; it supposes things 
that aren’t and in that way makes 
us wonder why the things that 
are, well, are. So what is Rob-
erts being ironic about in these 
books? What I took from his three 
2018 novels is a profound skep-
ticism about the category of the 
hero. The Black Prince, remem-
bered by medieval chroniclers 
as a parfit gentil knyght, murders 
thousands while imagining him-
self led by God. Haven ingenious-
ly sets us up to imagine that poor 
Davy holds the kind of prophet-
ic superpowers that epileptics so 
frequently do in novels, if not in 
life, and then beautifully subverts 
this expectation. Alma, in Prick-
ing, is a hero, in every meaningful 
sense, but it’s surprising how little 
this gets her. In Roberts’s world, 
there are moral values, but there 
isn’t always a happy ending, only 
the consolation of meeting, occa-
sionally, a person who is decent 
and inventive. It’s a consolation 
that Roberts’s books themselves 
provide, quite apart from any 
characters.  

Adam Roberts. 
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estimation – Carter unexpectedly 
finds himself drawn to the portly 
Englishman who fills a void left 
by his absent father.

Wherever he goes, Carter car-
ries a green marble in his pock-
et, a reminder of the person who 
gave it to him and said, “Don’t 
ever lose it.” When Carter touch-
es the marble, he remembers a 
funeral and all that was lost as a 
result.

When a second calamity strikes 
the family, Carter recalls a trip he 
took with his father and the secret 
burden he carried home with him. 
As Carter discovers the harsh re-
ality that painful losses are a part 
of life, he finds in the butler an 
anchor for his grieving heart.

Carter learns to play cricket 
under the butler’s tutelage and 
with the help of an older student, 
Carson Krebs. Carson advices 
Carter to pay attention because 
cricket is a serious game. With 
the butler and Carson’s help, 
Carter grows in wisdom and be-
gins to understand that the action 
in a cricket game parallels events 
his own life.

Unexpectedly, the butler is 
asked to coach the nascent crick-
et team at Carter’s school. As the 
final scenes of a school cricket 
match are played out and Cart-

NOTHING IS RUNNING SMOOTHLY IN THE JONES FAMILY household 
on the first day of a new school year. In fact, chaos reigns inside as 
torrential rains pour outside. Since the Jeep won’t start, 12-year-old 
Carter, who is entering middle school, and his three younger sisters 
will have to walk to school in the downpour. As Carter’s mom strug-
gles to get his younger siblings ready, the doorbell rings and Carter 
is sent to answer it.

Little does Carter know that when he opens the door and meets the 
man outside – an English butler wearing a bowler hat – he is opening 
a metaphorical door to the healing of his family’s pain and a resolu-
tion to the secret burden of his own heart.

Once inside, the butler, Mr. Bowles-Fitzpatrick, explains who he is 
and why he has come. He is the former butler of the children’s grand-
father, Mr. Seymour Jones, who has recently died, and the childhood 
caregiver of Carter’s father, Jack, a captain in the United States Army 
and currently deployed in Germany. In his will, the butler explains, 
Mr. Seymour Jones provided financially for the butler to continue 
serving the Jones family.

From the beginning, the butler makes it clear that he prefers to be 
known as a gentleman’s gentleman. When Mrs. Jones tells him there 
are no gentlemen in their household, Mr. Bowles-Fitzpatrick looks 
directly at Carter and says, “Perhaps not yet.”

So begins Carter’s transformation – though not without embarrass-
ment and pain – into a young gentleman.

On the first day of classes and every day afterward when the butler 
brings the children to school in his purple Bentley – renamed the 
Eggplant by the children – he says to each child, “Make good deci-
sions and remember who you are.” Carter is puzzled by the strange 
words and asks, “You think I’m going to forget who I am?” To which 
the butler replies, “You are entering middle school now. I think it 
quite likely.”

The butler brings order, discipline, a dry sense of humour, and 
deep compassion to the Jones’s household. However, Carter decides 
to rebel against the butler’s new regimen. But as the butler offers 
Carter new opportunities – he teaches him how to drive the Egg-
plant and how to play cricket, a true gentleman’s sport in the butler’s 

AN ARTISTIC TESTAMENT TO BEAUTY AND MEANING

NOT ALL IS LOST

PAY ATTENTION, 
CARTER JONES 
Gary D. Schmidt 
Clarion Books, 2019.

Sonya VanderVeen Feddema

Sonya VanderVeen Feddema

in Shautay Grant’s stirring, poetic 
narrative and Eva Campbell’s vi-
brant, joyful illustrations. Picture 
what the young girl sees when 
she returns for the reunion and re-
calls stories she’s heard from her 
parents and grandparents: houses 
which “lay out like a rainbow;” 
purple-blue blueberries clustering 
on the hillside, ready to be picked; 
brightly dressed, vivacious chil-
dren at play on a field and maneu-
vering a raft on a pond; the sky 
that turns “purple and rose in the 
morning;” and “a bonfire burning 

IN THIS VIBRANTLY ILLUSTRATED CHILDREN’S BOOK, A YOUNG GIRL 
returns to Africville for its reunion festival. In author’s notes, readers 
learn that Africville was established in the 1800s on the shores of the 
Bedford Basin in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The community, which could 
trace its roots back to Black Loyalists and Black Refugees, had once 
flourished despite discrimination; though the people had paid taxes, 
they didn’t receive basic services like running water, paved roads and 
sewers. In the 1960s, city of Halifax officials committed a heinous act 
when they ordered the community be razed to the ground. Many of the 
residents were moved into public housing. Yet the spirit of communi-
ty prevailed. In 1983, former residents returned to the Bedford Basin 
and hosted the first Africville reunion festival where they celebrated all 
that was good about the life they had lost. The festival has become an 
annual event.

Nothing of the sadness of discrimination and injustice is conveyed 

red like the going-down-sun.” 
Africville is an artistic testament 

to the power of oppressed people 
to prevail and to pass on to their 
children all that is beautiful and 
meaningful from their past. 

er’s mind shifts back and forth 
between the game and the scene 
of his heavy burden, the paral-
lel roles of the butler as Carter’s 
cricket coach and life coach are 
revealed. Carter understands for 
the first time that, despite all he 
has lost, he hasn’t lost everyone 
or everything.

In this deftly crafted novel for 
juvenile readers, author Gary 
Schmidt heads each chapter with 
a description of an aspect of 
the game of cricket. He relates 
each chapter’s narrative to that 
particular description, skillfully 
drawing parallels between the 
game of cricket and life events. 
In the character of the butler, 
Schmidt has given readers a gift 
– a wise, committed man filled 
with integrity, one worthy of 
emulation. Despite its somewhat 
sad subject matter, Pay Attention, 
Carter Jones is filled with humor 
and hope as order is brought to 
chaos, burdens are released, and 
inspirational plans for the future 
are realized.  

AFRICVILLE
Shauntay Grant
Illustrated by Eva Campbell 
Groundwood Books, 2018.

Sonya VanderVeen
Feddema

Sonya is a freelance writer
living in St Catharines, Ont.

Sonya VanderVeen
Feddema

Sonya is a freelance writer
living in St Catharines, Ont.
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I’M AN EARLY RISER. Not because 
I want to be, but because I’ve 
trained myself to do so. I’m usu-
ally up around 5:30 a.m., stopping 
in the kitchen to grind the coffee 
beans while trying not to wake 
the children, and then off to the 
gym before the sun is up. Once 
there, I can exercise in a sort of 
bubble, not having to communi-
cate with others, slowly waking 
up in a quiet space. By the time 
I’m back home, I feel more hu-
man and freer to speak to others 
in the family, as well as to begin 
my on-going daily conversations 
with God. And while worship-
ping first thing in the morning is 
normal for Christians who live in 
monastic communities, worked 

at Christian summer camps or 
who come from expressions of 
the church who practise morning 
prayer (my Korean Presbyterian 
students put me to shame with 
their early morning devotions!), 
many of us have trouble imagin-
ing being with others in worship 
at what some might call an “un-
godly hour”!

That’s why almost 20 years ago, 
when I was wrapping up my theo-
logical study at The University 
of Toronto, I was curious to see 
posters popping up around cam-
pus for something called “Wine 
Before Breakfast.” These cheeky, 
clever posters were inviting peo-
ple to an early morning service 
of Holy Communion that offered 
the framework of a recognizable 
liturgy but content that was flex-
ible and close to the contempo-
rary culture. I remember sliding 
by the Wycliffe College chapel 
and finding a diverse crowd of 
students and locals gathered for 
worship, followed by breakfast 
in the chaplain’s office.

This past summer my family 
was back in Ontario and we vis-
ited the U of T campus, forcing 
the children down an impromptu 

SHARING LIFE 
An early-morning ecumenical gathering to lament, learn and imagine.  | Ross Lockhart 

tour of memory lane. We visited 
the beautiful Harry Potter-like 
theological colleges one by one. 
My kids groaned when I got down 
on one knee in the Trinity College 
chapel and re-enacted my proposal 
to their mother. When we crossed 
the street to Wycliffe College, an 
evangelical Anglican grad school 
that’s part of the Toronto School 
of Theology, I was pleased to see 
that Wine Before Breakfast was 
still happening, the usual posters 
inviting people to break bread in 
the silence of the morning.

So when Christian Courier 
asked me to interview Brian 
Walsh, CRC chaplain at U of T 
and one of the founders of Wine 
Before Breakfast, I was more 

than happy to chat. I spoke to 
Brian from Vancouver at his 
country home – Russet House 
Farm – in the beautiful Kawartha 
Lakes region of Ontario. Brian 
noted that his commuter lifestyle 
now has him part of the week on 
the farm and the other sleeping 
on a couch in the chaplain’s of-
fice at Wycliffe. 

IN THE BEGINNING
I asked Brian to take me back 
to the origins of Wine Before 
Breakfast (WBB). He noted how 
the community formed in the 
wake of September 11. Brian 
had been hard at work long be-
fore that bringing together folks 
from various campus minis-
tries to prayerfully imagine a 
common, ecumenical worship 
time. Conversation partners ear-
ly on included a diverse group 
of Christians on campus: Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship, 
Catholic and Mennonite all set 
within the Anglican context of 
Trinity and Wycliffe colleges.  

Brian shared that the origins 
of WBB came from the recogni-
tion that as a Christian Reformed 
Church campus minister, he had 

long played to the strengths of 
academic rigour and integration 
of scholarship and discipleship 
common to those of us who are 
descendants of John Calvin’s 
teaching. Brian was increasing-
ly challenged, however, from 
the work of Paul Ricœur and 
Walter Brueggemann, about how 
Christian community could shape 
imagination. His desire to gather 
an ecumenically-minded group of 
Christians from college and com-
munity was to experiment with 
how imagination was shaped by 
liturgy. WBB was born out of a 
focus on a shared life dedicated 
to deepening Christian disciple-
ship, building community on 
campus and stoking imagination.

With the first gathering sched-
uled in wake of the world-
view-shifting terrorist attacks 
of September 11, Brian and the 
other leaders made the critical 
decision to launch the new wor-
shipping community in lament. 
Planted in lament. Not a typical 
birth story of new churches these 
days. It is a practice that the 
WBB community has returned 
to every September, beginning 
the new school year with a focus 
on lament. 

THE WAY IT WORKS 
So what is Wine Before Breakfast 
like? With a focus on imagina-
tion and liturgy, WBB gathers 
every Tuesday morning during 
the school term at 7:22 a.m. in 
the Wycliffe College chapel.  
Nearly 20 years into the exper-
iment, there is a wide variety of 
participants from the university 
community, locals living in high 
rise towers downtown, local cler-
gy and street pastors – all hungry 
for Communion with God and 
one another early in the morning. 
People are greeted and provided 
a liturgy for the day, as the band 
sets the space with a performance 

WBB was born out of a focus on a shared life dedicated to 
deepening Christian discipleship, building community on 

campus and stoking imagination.
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piece from contemporary culture 
yoked to the theme of the day. An 
acknowledgement of the land and 
Indigenous peoples is shared, and 
people are invited to sing. The 
music selected is often a tradi-
tional hymn that the musicians 
interpret in light of the theme of 
the day. For example, with a fo-
cus on lament participants may 
find themselves singing a famil-
iar hymn in a minor key. 

While worship leadership 
comes in a variety of forms from 
within the gathered communi-
ty, Brian is clear on a couple 
of non-negotiables:  First, no 
screens. He argues that our lives 
are mediated by screens and this 
early morning worship liberates 
us from that addiction (perhaps 
even idolatry?). It may be helpful 
for us to pause here and consid-
er how many of us check social 
media as the first action in our 
daily routine. Second, there is a 
prohibition on songs that Brian 
describes as “Jesus is my boy-
friend” praise music with a fo-
cus on living eternally in heaven. 
Brian sighed, and you could hear 
echoes of N.T. Wright as he said, 
“I’ve spent too much of my min-
istry fighting a heaven-centric 
theology.”

The community continues 
in worship of the Triune God 
through the reading of God’s 
Word.  One text only is shared. 
The leadership team create their 
own lectionary for the year. 

Often it is a book of the Bible 
or a theme-based approached 
exploring such topics as “Hope 
before Breakfast – Jeremiah” or 
“Love before Breakfast – Gospel 
of John in the Upper Room.” The 
weekly preacher emerges from 
the gathered community, having 
been selected by the leadership 
team in advance for their partic-
ular gifts and skills to interpret a 
certain text. No random sign-up 
sheet here; rather, it is a careful, 
prayerful discernment of who 
God has called in the communi-
ty to speak on that text, on that 
particular day. The communi-
ty also takes responsibility for 
the prayers of the people, with 
worship participants signing 
up in advance to write prayers. 
Recognizing the challenge of 
writing prayers on behalf of oth-
ers, Brian offers workshops at 
certain times throughout the year 
to help people in the crafting of 
prayers for the community.

From praise, Word and prayer, 
the community passes the peace 
and transitions into Communion. 
Recognizing that the gathering 
is hosted in an Anglican wor-
ship space, WBB has been care-
ful to use Anglican or Lutheran 
Eucharistic liturgies rather than 
writing their own. When I in-
quired about the theology of sac-
raments at play, Brian suggested 
that they have developed “a high 
sacramental theology with a low 
ecclesiology.” They function with 

an open table with the main crite-
ria for access being the question, 
“Are you hungry?” And if so, do 
those who come forward think 
and feel this bread and cup will 
touch that hunger? If yes, they 
are welcome to come and eat.

After closing prayer, the band 
performs a reflective piece that 
aims not for relevance but res-
onance. Perhaps it’s just my in-
ner Presbyterian, but I had to 
ask about money. After all, John 
Wesley was once quoted as say-
ing, “the last part of a person to 
be converted is their wallet!”  
Brian shared that once a semester 
there is an Offering Tuesday and 
that many support the ministry 
regularly through pre-authorized 
remittance.  This enables the 
ministry to flourish and to sup-
port an “emerging leader” every 
year – someone from within the 
community who demonstrates 
Christian leadership potential 
and offers those gifts more in-
tentionally for a year within the 
WBB context.

TIME FOR BREAKFAST!
From the chapel, worship partici-
pants flow downstairs to the chap-
lain’s office for a time of conver-
sation and breakfast together with 
home baking, fresh preserves, 
juice and organic coffee. A little 
more substantial than the usual 
church “coffee hour,” and yet it 
prompted me to ask the question, 
does WBB understand itself to 
be church or para-church? Brian 
responded that in the beginning, 
his pastoral approach was that 
WBB was a special community 
gathered on Tuesday mornings 
with the expressed encourage-
ment that participants would 
also find a Christian worshipping 
community on Sundays. Over the 
years, however, participants have 
pushed back (gently!) and told 
Brian, “No, this is my church. 
Stop telling me it’s not church.”  
While most WBB participants 
also gather in local churches on 
Sundays, for those who call WBB 
their church, the community has 
the marks of a church accord-
ing to John Calvin, “Whenever 
we see the Word of God purely 
preached and heard, and the sac-
raments administered according 
to Christ’s institution, there, it 
is not to be doubted, a church of 
God exists,” including for WBB 
the celebration of the Sacrament 
of Baptism upon occasion.  

As a missiologist, I’m always 
interested in exploring the link 
between a worshipping commu-
nity and a witnessing community 
as a further mark of the church. To 
that end, Brian had many stories 
of how WBB, in both its gathered 
and scattered state, is a witness-
ing community. When gathered, 
the non-hierarchical, partici-
pant-driven worship has come to 
have a surprising additional ele-
ment over the years – inter-gen-
erational. Originally designed for 
university students, WBB has be-
come a community with a mix of 
ages. Brian calls these older par-
ticipants the “grandparents” of 
the community. He also points to 
the miraculous work of the Holy 
Spirit in many different relation-
ships within the community over 
the years as a witness, as well as 
the commitment of WBB partici-
pants to a large number of street 
ministries in the downtown core 
of Toronto. In fact, often there are 
people in worship at 7:22 am set-
ting up the table who have been 
out late at night serving drug 
addicts in pop-up safe injection 
sites. Wine before breakfast after 
a night of diaconal-like service.

Brian assures me that WBB is 
a safe space, even for folks like 

me who want to be in a bubble 
first thing in the morning. Some 
come with joy to praise the Lord. 
Others come longing for the free-
dom to lament. Some sit quietly, 
soaking in the service as their 
tears fall on the pews that have 
soaked up prayers over the years. 
WBB has become a communi-
ty where people’s real struggles 
find voice and space. Brian calls 
it a “no B.S.” community, but it 
is also clear that it is an “H.S.” 
community. A place nurtured 
across two decades through the 
power, presence and purpose of 
the Holy Spirit as a place of wor-
ship, witness and work for the 
kingdom. Now that’s something 
worth getting up early for. 

Ross Lockhart

Ross is Associate Professor at 
St. Andrew’s Hall, Vancouver, 
and Director of The Centre for 
Missional Leadership.  

Artwork by Greg “Iggy” Spoon.
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   or by Appointment 
Monthly Rentals with Enhanced Services—Featuring 3 
Chef prepared meals per day, weekly housekeeping, 
flat laundry service, full activity program, scheduled  
transportation and an emergency response system 

MARTINDALE COMMONS IS OPEN 

1128 Vansickle Road North, St. Catharines, ON 

www.MartindalePlace.com 

TOURS AVAILABLE ANYTIME 
Every Wednesday from        

10:00am—2:00pm 

Contact us @ (905) 988-9414 
 Or accommodations@martindaleplace.com 

Ask us about a Trial Stay! 

Martindale Place is a community 
of choice for seniors where  
Christian values and excellence 
are celebrated 

 HELP US, Help Others
 as we build our Memory Care Wing
 An InvEStMEnt OPPOrtUnIty
We are looking for caring Christians willing to help us finance Oakdale  
Manor, our Memory Care wing which will consist of 20 studio apartments. 
This wing will provide loving Christian care for our brothers and sisters  
dealing with memory loss. Construction commenced in July 2018.

We’re offering Investment Notes, for one-to-five years  
in multiples of $25,000 and are currently paying very  
competitive interest rates on an annual, semi-annual  
or compounded basis. Please call to confirm rates.
WE ArE CUrrEntLy OffErIng rAtES* frOM

  3.00% to 5.25% depending on amounts and 
length of time invested  

* Rates subject to change without notice.

Premium rate for amounts over $500,000. 
Call for details on these very attractive rates.

Mr. H. Kampen, at  
The Meadows of Aurora
400 William Graham Drive, Suite 503, Aurora, ON  L4G 1L7  

Tel: 905 884-6650   
email: hank.kampen@gmail.com

themeadowsofaurora . com

Retirement Residences Woodland Towers

Interest paid annually or compounded
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CELTIC CHRISTIANITY HOLDS OUT three “offerings to Christianity,” 
according to John Bell, featured speaker at a conference called “An-
cient and Ever New: Spirituality in the 21st Century,” held in Calgary 
on March 22-24. 

Bell is a prolific hymn-writer (with 21 songs in Lift Up Your Hearts, 
16 in Common Praise), a Church of Scotland minister and member 
of the Iona Community, devoted to “the renewal of congregational 
worship at grass roots level.”

The “offerings” are these: first, a high regard for women; second, 
a close-to-nature, rural perspective; and third, a community-centred 
vision of the Christian life. Bell might also have included a number 
of other such offerings: an emotional way of knowing; imagination 

and creativity in worship; and 
an existential connection to the 
Bible gleaned from the oral trad-
ition of hearing the Word spoken 
rather than as silently read. 

Bell also points to the life 
of Jesus, not mentioned in the 
Apostles’ Creed – it has only a 
“comma” between Jesus’ birth 
and his sufferings. Thirty+ 
missing years. If spirituality is, as 
Bell maintains, a matter of “be-
ing with God,” then time spent 
in nature, in the fields and at 
mealtimes is equally as import-
ant as time spent in cathedrals 
or churches. Our Lord certainly 
lived a full life, feasting, fasting, 
walking, talking and reaffirming 
the significance of flowers, birds 
and people of all sorts during his 
life on earth. For this he was oc-
casionally criticized as a glutton 
and drunkard, of ritual unclean-
ness, of heresy. 

AN IMAGINATIVE CHURCH
The insights above are some of 
the foci of the presentations we 
heard explained in a Scottish 
brogue that, if not exactly glosso-
lalia, approached it at times. Bell 

does speak, preach, expound and 
explain, but he also involves the 
audience by leading interludes of 
simple congregational choruses 
– mostly a capella – and invites 
listeners to react to Bible stories 
in small groups and in more trad-
itional question/answer formats. 

For me, Bell’s often-humorous 
interactions with the “crowd” 
about imagination and creativ-
ity were the highlights of the 
conference. For Bell, respecting 
people’s imagination is re-
specting them as people. Au-
thoritarians are challenged by the 
uncontrollable power of imagin-
ation, however, which may lead 
to conflict. 

Imagination allows us to enter 
the stories of the Bible; it expands 
our appreciation of the Bible to 
become our “family album,” rath-
er than a set of assertions.  We err 
if we think there are imaginative 
people as opposed to those who 
are intellectual. Imagination guides 
our major decisions: what future 
do we imagine for ourselves? What 
do we desire in the ambience of a 
room? To be human is to be im-
aginative, but often imaginatively 

and creativity are squelched in ec-
clesiastical settings. 

Imagination, in short, allows 
us to look at more possibilities. 
We see this nature of unexpect-
edness in God’s interaction with 
his people: whenever we think 
we have the picture of God right, 
downpat, God throws a monkey 
wrench into the works by reveal-
ing his guidance through new 
stories, demonstrates unexpected 
reactions to situations, and pre-
sents complications that ask us to 
relate with God, his people and his 
creation in fresh new, relational 
ways. Think of how imagination 
may help us empathize with those 
who have experience the horror 
of one holocaust or another and 
then say with them – with quiet 
reluctance, perhaps – the last 
verse of Psalm 137. It allows us to 
empathize with the daughters of 
Zelophehad (Num. 27) who chal-
lenged the justice of the inherit-
ance laws that Moses defended. 
God said, in effect, to Moses: 
“Yes, I gave you the Levirate 
marriage law, but it doesn’t cov-
er this situation: Change it! These 
women are right!” 

THREE CELTIC GIFTS 
Curt  Gesch |  cgesch63@gmail.com

Curt lives in Telkwa, B.C., and was accompanied to the conference by daughter 
Rachel Eyers, and Anglican lay-reader Ken Alton of Smithers, B.C. 

I’M STILL STUCK ON THIS POEM by Mary Jo Leddy that I shared here 
several months ago. Somehow this Catholic nun/neighbourhood build-
er/writer/refugee advocate has packed all the lessons God’s trying to 
teach me right now into two lyrical stanzas.  
The move from duty to gratitude. 
From self-protection to open-handed trust and generosity. 
“We walk on the waters of gratitude, knowing there is nothing there. . . .”

I’m finding, as I take the first steps out onto the waves to follow Jesus, 
that there is something there, holding me up, keeping me from going under. 

As some friends and I work to start up Open Homes Hamilton, hands 
have caught me when I was afraid. Friends have offered support. Prob-
lems that I was trying to puzzle through by myself have been solved by 
others, without even asking. People have appeared to volunteer skills 
that were lacking in our team: 

. . . a woman who knows how to navigate legal issues; 

. . . a man who understands city bylaws; 

. . . a pastor who’s eager to spread the word in his congregation; 

. . . people who have recommended grant opportunities; 

. . . a ministry leader eager to coach us through our start-up process; 

. . . generous landlords who are willing to offer apartments at subsi-
dized rates for newcomers.

 
SAFETY NET(WORKS)
Maybe you’ve experienced this, your network showing up for you. Al-
though I try to figure it all out myself, to be seen as “responsible” and 

THE WATERS OF GRATITUDE 
Danielle Steenwyk-Rowaan  |  danielle.rowaan@gmail.com

Danielle lives in Hamilton, Ont., with her husband Dan, their German shepherd-kan-
garoo cross Roo, and their housemate Brad.

in control, I’m not, and it’s okay, 
because my network has got me. 
Is that ever comforting! Dr. John 
Perkins calls network sharing a key 
part of poverty alleviation. I don’t 
know how many times I’ve heard a 
newcomer friend tell me, “You’re 
my only Canadian friend.” It’s not 
a compliment – it’s a lament. 

This can be one of the most pain-
ful conundrums of a refugee claim-
ant’s work to adapt to Canada. Just 
at the moment of their greatest 
need, they’re in a foreign country, 
absolutely network-less. And now 
they have just two weeks to submit 
the story that is the basis of their 
refugee claim, needing to deal with 
culture shock, get enrolled in En-
glish classes, find housing, get a 
phone and figure out the bus sys-
tem. I’ve seen refugee claimants 
overcome these obstacles time and 
time again and I’m in awe of them.

As someone who’s lived in an-
other culture for an extended peri-
od, I know how helpless I felt when 
I arrived somewhere new, but even 
then I had a network – people to 
help me barter at the market, tie my 
wrap skirt and use a gas stove.

This is why Open Homes and 
many other Christians across Can-

ada are inviting refugee claimants 
into our lives, into our networks – 
so that they can access those riches 
too. We set up a circle of support 
for refugee claimants: people that 
they can call, people who will in-
troduce them to yet more people.

I love it when people from differ-
ent parts of my life meet each oth-
er. That’s part of why our wedding 
was so fun . . . my Maman from 
Mali sitting with my Dutch-Ca-
nadian grandma and my brother’s 
Eritrean-Canadian in-laws, my 
friend Juan chatting with my sister-
in-law, my work friends rubbing 
shoulders with Dan’s work friends. 
. . . Bridging those differences and 
forming new community can be 
chaotic. It can be awkward. But it’s 
so beautiful! 

We walk on the waters of  
    gratitude
knowing there is nothing there
trusting there will be enough 
to go on. 
We were drowning in the boat
consumed by the work 
of getting ahead, getting around, 
getting to it all. 

Now we walk on held up 
by nothing but memories
of how love becomes solid 
when it is given away
of how loaves multiply 
when shared among many
of how we become sure 
and serene on the water.
– Mary Jo Leddy  
(Radical Gratitude, 38)

Curt and John Bell at St. Laurence Anglican Church in Calgary.
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I SPENT ONE DAY LAST WEEK tidy-
ing our bookshelves because they 
needed it. They were a jumbly, un-
stable mess of books and papers, 
everything balanced horizontally 
and pushed in the wrong spaces. 
The poetry shelf threatened to col-
lapse. The travel books had found 
their far-flung ways everywhere, 
appropriately enough, and the nov-
els were on the march. 

While resettling the books, it 
struck me how many of them are 
second-hand. Some bought, some 
gifts, some hand-me-downs. 
There’s something convivial 
about that. These books have 
found a second home with us. 
What has fed others – or delighted 
or amused or infuriated – has end-
ed up with us for another chance.

My grandfather read this copy 
of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle as 
a student of history, and I now 
read it as a writer looking for 

LENSES AND LADDERS 
Katie Munnik  |  katiemunnik@yahoo.ca

Katie is an Ottawa writer living in Cardiff with her Spouse and three growing 
children. You can also find Katie on twitter @messy_table.

good stories and beautiful turns 
of phrase. My mother found her 
Jane Grigson cookbook practi-
cal, and I read it now in bed with 
delight: “This favourite pudding 
of Newton’s is a recipe for the 
fortunate with a supply of good 
quinces.” 

I think that if I told her, we’d 
chuckle together and then make 
plans for dinner.

The one book I’d really like to 
discuss, though, is Thomas Mer-
ton’s The Seven Storey Mountain 
which I took from my dad’s book-
shelf in September after his funeral.

He bought it for his church 
book club and, though he knew 
I’d read and liked Merton dur-
ing my undergraduate degree in 
religious studies, we somehow 
never got around to comparing 
notes. Reading his copy now, I’m 
struck by lines that might have 
caught his eye. A description of 

a moment looking at a French 
church. A feeling in a crowded 
place. I see my dad and his re-
actions in these moments, and I 
miss him. On one page, Merton 
describes working as a barker for 
a French side-show at the Chi-
cago World Fair, and it occurred 
to me that my grandfather might 
have walked past him. There’s a 
family story that my grandfather 
was in Chicago at the time, but 
I’d need to ask Dad about that 
to check the details. Some things 
aren’t written in the margins.

HELP OTHERS KNOW GOD
Then I came to a dog-eared page. 
The corner was deliberately fold-
ed, but the page fell in the middle 
of a chapter and there were no 
marks or underlinings at all. So 
why this page? What was signif-
icant here?

The first time I read it through, 
I really just let my eyes skim the 
paragraphs, the questions of what 
and why too loud in my mind to 
let me pay attention. 

The second time through, I 
found it. 

“. . . this is the meaning of 
all created things: we had been 
made for no other purpose than 

that men may use us in raising themselves up to God, and in proclaim-
ing the glory of God.”

Yes. That was it. My dad would have liked that. A solid assurance 
we are here for each other’s good. That our lives are lenses and ladders 
that help others know God. Merton explores how our reason and our 
love fit together to reveal this truth about our being, insisting that all 
we are in this life and beyond it, too, is for the good of each other and 
to the living glory of God. Isn’t that thought beautiful and necessary 
and good? It is a glimpse of resurrection in the pages of a book.

My dad, like his father before him, gave books as presents. He want-
ed to encourage and inspire deep thinking in others. He valued depth 
and gift-giving, too, and liked to ask people what they were reading. 
One of the struggles in his last years was that his eyes couldn’t fol-
low words on the page anymore, so my mother made him neon pink 
cardboard rulers to shift down the page, line-by-line as he read. When 
he couldn’t manage that anymore, she sat with him and read aloud. 
Another glimpse and another gift for these blessed, crowded shelves 
of our days. 

GOING FORTH
TOM WOLTHUIS  |  tomwolthuis@gmail.com

Tom  is a minister in the Christian Reformed Church and the Director of Geneva 
Campus Ministry at the University of Iowa.

EASTER CELEBRATES THE CATASTROPHE of the Gospel story. “Catastro-
phe” in literary theory wraps up the plot, because it was originally applied 
to tragedies. But the Gospel story is not a tragedy. Easter changes every-
thing, but it is not the end of the story. The Gospel of Mark, probably the 
first Gospel written, ends with only the empty tomb, feeling incomplete. 

Mark’s ending in our earliest manuscripts is abrupt and strange. “Trem-
bling and bewildered, the women went out and fled from the tomb. They 
said nothing to anyone, because they were afraid” (Mark 16:8). In the 
Greek it ends with “because.”

There are many theories about this ending. Was Mark a clever, some-
what postmodern writer, who left his ending open? Did something happen 
to the writer so that he could not finish? Was the ending lost from the out-
side of the scroll? Matthew and Luke, who likely used Mark as a source, 
differ in their endings.

MARK’S ADDITIONS
Mark was ended differently by later copiers. A few manuscripts have a short 
ending. “But all that they had been told they reported briefly to those with 
Peter. But after these things, even Jesus himself sent out by means of them, 
from east to west, the sacred and imperishable proclamation of eternal sal-
vation. Amen.” This vocabulary indicates it is a later addition. These man-
uscripts and later ones have a longer ending translated in the Latin Vulgate, 
King James and bracketed in the NIV, ESV and NRSV (verses 9-20).

This ending is not in the earliest manuscripts nor known by the earliest 

Church Fathers. It might have orig-
inated about a hundred years after 
the Gospel was written. William 
(Grandpa) Hendriksen concludes 
in his commentary on Mark, “. . . 
it is instructive, for it shows us an 
early church view . . . of these mat-
ters. Since it would be very difficult 
– perhaps impossible – to defend 
the thesis that every word of this 
ending is without flaw, no sermon, 
doctrine or practice should be based 
solely upon its contents.”

A DENOUEMENT
“Denouement” ties up the loose 
ends of a story after the catastro-
phe. In fairy tales is it the “happily 
ever after.” Movies sometimes tell 
you the characters’ future in text at 
the end. Denouement closes off the 
story and sets up future episodes.

The Easter story changes all 
stories, beginning new episodes. 
Those who added the ending to 
Mark seem to have gathered from 
the other Gospels’ denouements. 
Mary Magdalene’s story reflects 
John 20:11-1, 8 plus Luke 8:2’s 
mention of her deliverance. Je-
sus’ appearance to two walkers 

is a short form of the Emmaus disciples in Luke 24:13-25. Jesus’ ap-
pearance to the Eleven while they were eating is a summary of Luke 
24:36-49. The commission of the disciples is like Matthew 28:18-20. 
The Book of Acts is reflected in the signs of driving out demons and 
healings (Acts 8, 9:17, 19:11-12), speaking a new tongue (Acts 2), and 
the Ascension (Acts 1).

THE DENOUEMENT
The added endings to Mark do what we need to do: tell the new stories 
in the light of Easter. How do we go forth from Easter? These endings, 
even the short one, emphasize two things: believe the witness and be the 
witness; trust and obey. Mark’s whole Gospel is a challenge to believe that 
Jesus is the Messiah (Mark 1:1, 8:29) and to enter the way of the cross, 
suffering service (Mark 8:31-38). 

“He rebuked them for their lack of faith and their stubborn refusal to 
believe those who had seen him after he had risen” (Mark 16:14, NIV). 

“Then the disciples went out and preached everywhere, and the Lord 
worked with them and confirmed his word by the signs that accompanied 
it” (Mark 16:20, NIV). 

Go forth.  

Christ appears to the disciples (Duccio di Buoninsegna d.1319).

Katie’s parents, Hilary and John Hay.
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Rudy Eikelboom  | reikelboom@wlu.ca

Rudy (reikelboom@wlu.ca), whose five grandchildren are all very different, is a 
member of the Waterloo CRC and a professor in the Psychology Department at 
Wilfrid Laurier University.

ARE WE ALL DIFFERENT?

WE HAVE ALL BEEN TEMPTED TO complete any one of many person-
ality tests that can be found in papers or online. Some tests like the 
Myers-Briggs have acquired notoriety in that they are quite popular 
in employment circles but have been discounted by psychologists as 
having no predictive value. In fact, many psychologists claim that no 
good evidence at all exists to support the idea that there are personal-
ity types that can be defined. 

Psychologists are much more likely to talk about individual traits on 
which people differ. One such trait is how outgoing one is, the famil-
iar spectrum of introversion–extraversion. Psychologists have found 
good evidence for four other traits, which are often grouped together 
as the big five and represented by the acronym OCEAN. Each trait 
or factor represents a dimension: Openness to experience – curious 
vs cautious; Conscientiousness – organized vs easy-going; Extraver-
sion – outgoing vs solitary; Agreeableness – friendly vs detached; and 
Neuroticism – nervous vs confident. The definitions are obviously 
much more detailed and precise. Why these traits in particular are im-
portant to psychologists is that they explain individual differences in 
people all around the world in many different cultures. 

UNDERLYING TRAITS
While the traits are well characterised, all attempts to combine these 
dimensions into personality types have failed. Now, in a big data study 
using information from four groups of 150,000 to over 550,000 people, 
Gerlach and associates at Northwestern University have explored if there 
are underlying personality types that can be found using the big five 
traits as starting points. They started with the most detailed data set and, 
using some innovative modeling techniques, looked for clusters of sim-
ilar individuals in the five-dimensional space of the traits. Four clusters 

were found that defined personal-
ity types. The authors then looked 
in the other three (less detailed but 
larger) data sets and found that 
the same defined clusters could 
be found. The size of the data 
sets is what made these clusters 
stand out; earlier work had used 
data sets of only 1,000 to 15,000 
people. Larger data sets have be-
come possible because researchers 
can now easily collect data online 
(e.g., web-based surveys).

What the researchers found 
is that many people could be 
described in terms of four per-
sonality types that they labeled 
“Average,” “Self-Centered,” 
“Reserved,” and “Role Model.” 
The Average cluster is the least 
defined of the four and is char-
acterised by average scores on 
the big five factors. The Role 
Model cluster is denoted by very 
low scores on neuroticism and 
high scores on the other traits. 
It is also a personality type that 
is more evident in older individ-
uals. The Self-Centered cluster 
(found more frequently in young-
er males) has high extraversion 
but is low on openness, agree-
ableness and conscientiousness. 
The Reserved cluster is charac-
terised by low scores on neuroti-
cism and openness. The Reserved 
type seems to reflect the stub-

born, confident individual who 
is unwilling to accept alternate 
points of view; it is also more 
evident among the oldest survey 
respondents. Females are less 
likely to be Self-Centred and are 
likely, especially at older ages, to 
have a Role Model personality.

While the biblical terms of the 
wise and the foolish are not part 
of these personality descriptions, 

it should be evident that what the 
researchers called the Role Mod-
el reflects characteristics that we 
would describe as part of wisdom, 
and the Self-Centered individual 
sounds a lot like the fool as de-
scribed in Scripture. What is re-
assuring about the data is that with 
age, it appears that more people 
achieve wisdom, something we 
can all pray for.

IT’S A SEASON OF SNOW MELTING and sun shining through windows 
and spring cleaning.

I’m driving home from a chiropractor appointment, singing. It’s af-
ternoon and my husband is home with our youngest as he only teaches 
part of the day on Mondays and the sky is stretched blue and peaceful 
above me.

THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE OF A MESSY HOUSE
Emily Wierenga |  

Emily is a broken woman, a wife, mother of three, author and founder of The Lulu 
Tree, a non-profit in Africa. She lives in Neerlandia, Alberta. 

Then I arrive at home, step in-
side, to find clutter, to find markers 
on the table, toys scattered across 
the floor, books off the bookshelf, 
and dirty dishes on the counter. 

Never mind that Trent and my 
daughter have had a lovely time 
playing board games – I don’t see 
that. I see mess. More than that 
– I see chaos and I’m anxious to 
control it. 

“Trent – why didn’t you put 
these things away? Aria, come 
and clean up,” and in an instant 
that peaceful blue sky disappears 
inside a very messy soul. A weary 
woman who’s somehow become 
determined to control her world 
through a spotless house.

And I know it. I know it in the 
pained silence that follows, in the 
strained look across my husband’s 
face, feeling he’s failed me when 
in fact he hasn’t – and my daugh-

ter’s normal exuberance hushed 
by the sudden tension between 
Mommy and Daddy. 

All for a tidy house. Is it worth it?
As I stand in my immaculate 

living room, the blankets folded 
precisely, the books and toys where 
they need to be, I come to the reali-
zation that it isn’t. 

My house, in fact, doesn’t even 
look lived in. And I too feel stifled 
by this awful prison of orderliness.

THE BETTER THING
For in fact all this folding and put-
ting away is simply an attempt to 
quiet anxieties caused by sorrows 
too large to handle. By a world I 
cannot fix. By problems that cannot 
be put neatly into a corner or swept 
into a dustpan. Anxieties which 
Jesus wants me to give to him but 
somehow I keep taking back.

So that night I announce to my 

family that I am implementing 
the spiritual discipline of a messy 
house. I will no longer be tidy-
ing up during the day – that I will 
spend it, instead, loving on my 
family as I should be, and that 
come evening, we will all clean up 
our mess, together. 

First John 4:18 says “Perfect love 
casts out all fear” and by choosing 
love over anything else – over a 
tidy home, over control, over wor-
ry, over stress, we choose peace – 
we cast out all fear, all anxiety. 

We cannot fix the world. Only 
Jesus can. But we can love. 

There’s nothing wrong with 
wanting a tidy home but may we 
all choose the better thing, as Jesus 
admonished Martha – Mary chose 
the better thing, sitting at his feet 
and learning his ways. 

I want that. I want to choose 
learning from Jesus. I want to 
choose love. Will you join me?  
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JOSE BENITEZ, A DORDT STUDENT from Paraguay, was recently 
named by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) as one of 
the ten 2019 New Faces of Civil Engineering in the college category.

The American Society of Civil Engineers was founded in 1852 and 
represents more than 150,000 civil engineers throughout the world. 
Their vision is to be global leaders, “building a better quality of life,” 
and their focus is to empower civil engineers to make a difference. 
More information about ASCE can be found at asce.org. 

Benitez decided to pursue a career in civil engineering because he 
was inspired by his family and by the infrastructural problems in his 
hometown, Ciudad del Este, Paraguay. 

“Considering the years I spent learning English, learning how the col-
lege system in the United States worked, and having to choose a univer-
sity here,” he told Christian Courier, “I feel like this award shows that the 
quality of my formation is among the top in the nation and all those years 
of work were worth it.” Benitez continues, “It is a tremendous effort for 
international students to come over. It’s a path packed with uncertainties, 
and seeing how things come together like this is extremely rewarding.”

After graduation Benitez is excited to work in Denver, Colorado 
for a transportation engineering and planning firm and working to-
wards licensure. 

A GREATER PURPOSE
Being named as one of the 10 on this list is not only an accomplishment 
for Benitez but an accomplishment for Dordt College as well. “For the en-
gineering department, it means that Dordt engineering students are ready 
to participate in the engineering environment at a national level and bring 

FINDING FAITH IN ENGINEERING 
Civil engineering student from Dordt named as one of the top ten by ASCE.  |  Kristen Borgdorff

the invaluable Christian perspec-
tive of engineering to the table.”

Studying at a faith-based 
school has been an encourage-
ment for Benitez. “At Dordt we 
are constantly reminded in class-
es that our work as future en-
gineers is not for the paycheck, 
but for the benefit we bring to 
creation – we are working for 
God. Knowing this makes me go 
through every day, every project, 
every assignment, knowing that 
my performance in every one of 
those activities, regardless how 
mundane they seem, are for a 
greater purpose that we can think 
of in our lives.”

Benitez also had a message to 
other students, saying, “I would 
like to encourage students, not 
just engineers, to explore differ-
ent environments in their profes-
sional careers. It might feel that 
we are often meant to stay within 
the Christian community, which 
is fine but there is a lot that we 
can do as Christians in the profes-
sional world.” 

Kristen Borgdorff

Kristen  is a freelance writer in 
her last semester at Redeemer 
University.

MARK HEIDELBERGER’S ARTICLE 
“How Science Proves the Exist-
ence of God” (March 11, Chris-
tian Courier) is a version of the 
classic “argument from intelligent 
design.” In a nutshell, this argu-
ments states that if we discover 
something that has a complex 
design (like DNA), there must ne-
cessarily be an intelligent design-
er (creator) that accounts for this 
complexity. The flaw in this claim 
is that it begs the further question 
of who made this complex creator 
– i.e., God.  Answering that God 
is eternal and not created doesn’t 
satisfy the atheist or even the ag-
nostic, since it is no different from 
their claim that matter/energy with 
all its potentialities has likewise 
always existed. What I wonder is 
why many Christians have such a 

PROVING GOD’S EXISTENCE
Bob Bruinsma  |  bruinsmabob@gmail.com

Bob has a degree in biology and deeply appreciates the kind of knowledge that science 
provides, but he is equally glad that there are many other valid ways of knowing as well.

deeply felt need to have scientific 
proof of the validity of their faith. 
Why is science thought of as the 
ultimate arbiter of all truth claims?

A LIMITED TOOL
Scientific knowing is only one 
kind of knowing (what phil-
osophers call an epistemology). 
Scientific knowing concerns it-
self only with the observable 
universe of matter and energy. 
The method of scientific inquiry 
involves posing questions about 
natural phenomena, forming hy-
potheses (educated guesses) and 
using a specific kind of experi-
mental methodology to answer 
them. Science is not equipped to 
answer questions about spiritual, 
non-material questions. This is a 
limitation of science. It’s like a 

hammer not being any good at 
being a paintbrush. 

Trying to seek a scientific 
proof for the existence of God is 
a little like trying to use a ham-
mer to paint a wall. The ques-
tion of God’s existence is not a 
scientifically valid one because 
the methodology of science is in-
herently incapable of answering 
such questions. Unfortunately, 

however, most modern people 
(including many Christians) have 
come to (wrongly) believe that 
scientific knowledge is the only 
kind of knowledge.

HOW THEN DO WE KNOW 
THAT GOD EXISTS?
Speaking of the Judeo/Chris-
tian God, our knowledge comes 
to us through several ways. The 

Bible is our chief source of rev-
elation about God. Jesus, whom 
we come to know about primar-
ily through the Bible, provides 
the fullest expression of God 
in human form. We can also to 
come to know God through the 
existential work of his Spirit in 
our hearts, and there is also the 
lived testimony of generations of 
people who have found meaning 
in the Christian “Story of Salva-
tion.” In other words, we know 
God through faith. Though we 
have warrant for that faith, it does 
not come primarily from science 
(although scientific study has 
provided considerable evidence 
in support of Biblical informa-
tion). The creation, including the 
amazing structure and function 
of DNA, may, in fact, draw us to 
faith in God, and scientific know-
ledge can certainly increase our 
understanding of God’s work in 
the world. Science is, however, a 
limited human epistemology that 
is not capable of being the final 
arbiter of whether God exists or 
not. Thank God! 
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SIGN UP FOR CC’S FREE 
WEEKLY EMAIL NEWSLETTER.  
Visit christiancourier.ca and click  
“Email Sign Up” under the Info  
menu at the bottom of the page 
to subscribe. 

INSPIRATIONAL WOMEN’S CONFERENCE
Saturday, April 27. 9 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
The Meeting House, Oakville, Ont.
Celebrating its 19th year, the Inspirational 
Women’s conference is a day for women 
to pull away from the busyness of life and 
spend a day meeting Jesus and growing 
together. 
Keynote speaker: Megan Fate Marshman
Worship leader: Brooke Nicholls
Register at inspirationalwomen.ca
Email info@inspirationalwomen.ca  
or Marian at mlensink@crcna.org

LIBERTAS CONCERTS (ONT.)
Wed., June 5 at Redeemer University College
Thurs., June 6 at Port Hope United Church
Fri., June 7 at St. Georges Cathedral, Kingston
Sat. June 8 at the Cathedral of St. James, 
Toronto
The goal of the Libertas Male Choir is to 
celebrate in music the freedom that we 
experience through our salvation in Christ. 
Director: Martin Mans.
Libertasvoices.com  info@libertasvoices.com
Call 905-522-0001 for more information. 

GLORIA DEI CHORALE SPRING CONCERT 
(B.C.)
Sat., May 11, 7:30 p.m.- 9:30 p.m.
New Westminster Christian Reformed 
Church, Burnaby, B.C.
The Gloria Dei Chorale is celebrating 65 
years with a concert entitled “Glory & 
Honour”! Join us for 
this exciting variety concert, with special 
guest musicians from our past. Director: 
Alexander McCune.
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Classifieds

JOB POSTING
WORSHIP MINISTRY TEAM LEADER
CrossPoint Christian Reformed Church in 
Brampton, Ontario, is seeking a person who 
loves to worship and is gifted in leading, 
equipping and motivating our worship min-
istries and volunteers (approx. 20  hrs/week).  
A job description is available on our website 
(crosspointcrc.ca).  
Please send letters of interest and/or resumes 
to clerk.crosspointcrc@gmail.com.    

Irene & Art Dreyer
      Kerry Dreyer, Jacob, Braeden
      Tim Dreyer, Ethan, Brody
      Jason & Alisha Dreyer, Aiden, Colin
      Jeff Dreyer, Austin
   Helen Eisingt (2005)
   Arnold & Karen Eising
      Jerome Eisingt (1982)
      Melanie & Jesse VanderKooi, 
 Miranda & Jason, Sawyer, Miles, Heidi, 
   Jessica & James, Tianna & Steven, Caleb

      Shari & Ryan Streutker, Kate, Josh, Anna, Jess
      Karina & Len Houwer, Ally
  Henry John Rumpht (1975)
  Brian & Tina Rumph
      Victoria & Dan Jech
      Brandon & Karissa Rumph
      Laura Rumph & Jeremiah Weidemann

OBITUARIES

VOORBERG, Lambertus Jochem (Bob)

At God’s appointed time, he called Home his 
child, Lambertus Jochem (Bob) Voorberg at 
the age of 95 on April 4, 2019. 
Loved by his wife of 64 years, Grace 
Voorberg-Kilwinger, and by his children 
Hetty & Cor Verhage, Ron & Hilda-Ann and 
Mary Martens and his grandchildren, Tracy, 
Chris & Katie, Vanessa and Trevor. 
Predeceased by his brothers, Jo and Marinus 
and his sister, Elly Flinterman. Survived by 
his brother Piet. 
Bob immigrated to Canada in 1949, seventy 
years ago!  Bob and Grace were married in 
1954 and lived together in Holland Marsh 
for many years. Bob loved the Marsh.  In 
September 2016 they moved together to an 
apartment in Holland Christian Homes in 
Brampton.  Late in 2016, Bob needed more 
care and moved to Grace Manor at Holland 
Christian Homes. We like to say that Mom 
got him to 93!  
Our heartfelt thanks to the caring staff in 
Grace Manor for taking care of him the rest 
of his journey here on earth. A long, long life 
well-lived.
Friends were received at Skwarchuk Fu-
neral Home in Bradford.The Memorial Ser-
vice was held at Holland Christian Homes, 
Brampton on April 9, 2019.
In Bob’s memory, donations may be made 
to Holland Christian Homes, Grace Manor, 

On-line condolences may be made at 
skwarchukfuneralhome.com

MEYER, Tena (De Zoete)

Tena will celebrate 90 years of life on May 6. 
Her husband, Rev. Peter Meyer, her children: 
Annette (Roy), John, Norman, Ray and 
Yolanda (Rob), along with grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren, praise God for her 
devotion to Him, her gentle spirit and her 
loving kindness for all her family, friends 
and neighbours far and wide. 

“Give thanks to the Lord for He is good; 
his love endures forever!” Psalm 106: 1  

Address: 205 Mountain Circle SE 
               Airdrie AB T4A 1X6

BIRTHDAY

Brother of Arnold and Cathy Rumph, Hilbert Rumph, Jake and Teresa Rumph, Alice and Ralph VanDyk, Albert and Ann Rumph. Brother-
in-law of Tiny VandenBerg, Roelof and Janny Steenbergen, Tieme VanDijk, Lutina and Henk VanderVeen. Predeceased by: parents Albert 
Rumph and Lutina Kwant; siblings Albert Rumph, Annemarie Rumph, Diny Rumph, Hilda and John Steenbergen; brothers and sisters in law 
Tim and Ann Steenbergen, Roelie and Wieger Koops, Jentje and Willem Dekker, Dien and Jans Hessels, Arend Steenbergen, Zwaantje and 
Gerrit Fluit, Tinus VandenBerg, Hennie and Hilbert DeRoo, Fijgje VanDijk. 
Celebration of Life was held at Mountainview CRC, Grimsby, on Saturday, March 30, 2019.
Special thanks to the staff of Shalom Manor for their excellent care and compassion.   

Correspondence: Lammie Rumph, 220 - 275 Main St. E., Grimsby ON L3M 5N8

RUMPH, Henry                                                                                        June 26, 1928 – March 27, 2019 
Peacefully at Shalom Manor, Henry was received into the loving arms of Jesus on Wednesday, March 27, 2019 at the age of 90.

Beloved husband of Lammie for 70 years.
Loving Dad, Grandpa and Opa of:
  Mary & John DeWeerd
      Julie & Elden Westendorp, Carly, Shaelyn, Justine
      Mike & Tracy DeWeerd, 
  Kaitlyn, Cody, Ryan, Richard
      Steve & Judy DeWeerd, 
  Jasmine, Kristint, Josh, Jocelyn
      Rob & Denise DeWeerd, Lucia, Norat, Jude, Arlo
   Cindy & Henry Bloemberg
      Lance & Cheryl Bloemberg, Jake, April
      Mark & Kelly Bloemberg, 
  Brooklynt, Austin, Jaxson
      Richard & Erin Bloemberg, Olivia, Avery
   Albert & JoAnne Rumph
      Rick Rumpht (1996)
      Debbi & Ryan Meester, Alana, Kailey
   Janet & Harold Janssen
      Christy & Jim Leva, Kaylyn, Tyler, Jenessa
      Dan & Cheryl Janssen, Evan, Aren, Nolan
      Brenda & Brian Kuyper, Irena, Charis, Samuel
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our children: “others are doing 
it too.” Finally, the perception 
that Canada is a leader on human 
rights diverts attention from bad 
behaviour. Honesty and transpar-
ency are a first step to reform. 

CLEARER LAWS
To move forward, we need to 
drop the notion of “too big to 
lose.” Bending rules because of 
size builds in perverse incentives 
to take short-cuts but prevent 
getting caught; and it is unfair to 
companies who do respect hu-
man rights. We also need to re-
ject the “few bad apples” myth. 
Removing a few people does not 

SNC LAVALIN IS HEADLINE NEWS DAY AFTER DAY. But few Canadians 
know about the cases against Tahoe Resources in B.C., Hudbay Min-
erals in Ontario and Nevsun Resources at the Supreme Court. What 
these stories have in common is credible evidence of criminal behav-
iour by Canadian companies operating globally.

Complicity of Canadian companies in bribery, violations of basic 
human rights and destruction of the environment in less developed 
countries is a long-standing issue. If the current controversy brings 
the issue to a head, a good outcome would be clear ethical standards 
in law for all companies, big iconic ones and obscure ones. People 
without big names suffer the impacts of abuse of corporate power, 
such as assault by Tahoe’s security forces and slave labour by Nevsun 
Resources. Our neighbours in the Biblical sense will benefit if we 
focus on the core issue and don’t allow ourselves to get caught up 
in the political gotcha blame game. Both Conservative and Liberal 
governments have failed to take action on corporate governance, even 
though documented evidence of wrong doing and tragic harm has 
been presented time and again. 

FAILED ATTEMPTS
For three decades international development and justice NGOs have 
pushed for stronger laws and public accountability. I recall sitting 
across from a former CEO of Talisman Energy in an attempt to broker 
an agreement to end the use of child soldiers and other human rights 
abuses directly linked to the company’s operations in Sudan. It was 
one more campaign that almost brought change but failed in the end. I 
recall the long campaign to establish minimum standards, Bill C-300, 

ROGUE OR REFORMER?
Learning from SNC-Lavalin. | Kathy Vandergrift

Kathy Vandergrift

Asking questions and digging 
deeper describe Kathy’s ap-
proach to social issues and 
public ethics.

championed by MP John McKay, 
that ultimately failed to pass. A 
recent parliamentary study of 
Canadian firms in international 
supply chains that involve child 
labour and modern slavery heard 
powerful evidence of the harm 
done but issued lame recom-
mendations. Many welcomed 
the announcement early in 2018 
that Canada was finally going to 
appoint an ombudsman to ad-
dress issues relating to Canadian 
companies operating abroad. The 
office is still vacant. No one has 
been appointed.  

What lies behind the failure to 
act? The biggest factor is lobby-
ing by company CEOs, now ex-
posed in the SNC Lavalin story. 
It happens under Liberal and 
Conservative governments alike. 
A second factor is the “too big to 
lose” argument, along with an ex-
cuse we would not tolerate from 

solve the problem. We need clear 
laws and strong enforcement. If 
any of the measures proposed 
in the last two decades had been 
implemented, we would not be in 
the current mess. An article titled 
“The Long Road” in the Report 
on Business (March 2019), cap-
tured it well: “whether Canada 
plays the role of rogue or re-
former matters a lot, both for our 
economy and for our standing 
among nations.” 


